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“Let’s all get gnud!”
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Pure truth cannot be assimilated by
the crowd; it must be communicated
by contagion.
— Henri Frederic Amiel
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1

I

n daylight hours, the interrogation rooms
at Creedmoor were brightly illuminated
from an arrangement of skylights and
double-pane windows, all of which had wire
mesh between the glass plates. Branches from
large trees around the asylum cast shadows
onto the walls, and on windy days like this
one, the chiaroscuro was lively.
In the middle of the row of cloistered
chambers was Session Room 3, in which a
man and a woman were engaged in a
seemingly intimate interaction.
“Do that again,” Darryl said with a
seductive grin.
“Sure you can handle it?” Betty replied,
smiling.
“Whatever you can dish out.”
“All right,” Betty said, “here it comes.”
She brought a spoonful of pureed carrots up
to his face and he glommed onto it with
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obvious satisfaction, savoring it as he let it
slide down his throat. Darryl used only his
mouth since he was trussed in a restraint
garment, commonly called a straightjacket.
“Oh, you’re good, you’re good,” Darryl
told her, closing his eyes in ecstasy.
Betty’s happy look began to fade but she
caught herself and smiled once more. “You
always said I was the best.”
“Oh you are! Do it to me again.”
“You’re ready for another one?” she
asked, knowing the answer.
“With you, I’m always powerful ready,
and right now I’m all set for more!”
Betty brought another spoonful of baby
food close to his mouth. He grabbed it with
his teeth and lips, nearly pulling the spoon
from her hand.
“Ooh, you’re so strong...!”
“Yes I am!” Darryl shouted, although
with his mouth full it sounded more like
“Yeff I um!”
Betty glanced at the mirror on one wall
of the room. She noted that her nurse’s outfit,
while nicely fitted, was utilitarian compared
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to the “nurse’s outfit” she had worn for her
boyfriend last weekend. Yet whenever Darryl
glanced at Betty, he saw her in his mind’s eye
as a goddess clothed in a far tighter and
skimpier outfit than even she imagined.
Two men watched Betty and Darryl
through the two-way mirror set into one wall
of the interrogation chamber. Dr. Adam
Truman and Dr. Steven Maitland seemed to
be duplicates of each other. Both were in their
forties, both sported well-trimmed beards,
both wore business suits and ties. They stood
side-by-side in the stuffy observation booth
built between two of the session rooms.
“The treatment is going really quite well,
doctor,” Dr. Truman said quietly.
“Well, you recognize that,” Dr. Maitland
replied, “and I know it to be a fact, but the
State Board does not seem to agree.”
“I can’t believe they’re ignoring the
published findings.”
“Can’t you, doctor?” Maitland replied.
“I guess you’re right,” Truman admitted.
“Bureaucrats and politicians...” He let the
phrase hang in the air.
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Inside the session room, Darryl was
deliriously happy. “It’s always so good with
you, Nurse Betty.”
Betty dipped the spoon into the container
of baby food and held it out toward Darryl.
“More?”
“Umm, yes!”
Betty turned away from Darryl, pulled
apart a caplet and sprinkled the contents into
the next spoonful of carrots. Turning back,
she held the spoon in front of Darryl’s mouth
and said, “A big bite for a big man.”
“No,” Darryl said petulantly.
“No?” Betty asked, seductively.
“Just kidding,” Darryl said with a grin.
He accepted the spoon in his mouth and
clamped his lips down on it. Betty slid the
spoon out. Darryl held perfectly still for
several seconds, then swallowed.
“There,” she said.
“Umm,” he said. “See you tomorrow?”
“No, it’s Nurse Nancy on Saturdays.”
“Umm, Nurse Nancy,” Darryl mused.
“All right then,” Betty said. She folded
the cover on the food delivery case and
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walked to the door. She pressed a buzzer.
“Okay,” she said into the intercom, “any
time.” The door latch clicked.
Betty opened the door and walked out
into the hall.
“‘Bye-bye,” Darryl called out to her.
“‘See you soon, Darryl.”
Out in the hall, she joined Maitland and
Truman as they exited from the observation
room. “How do you feel it went, Nurse?”
Maitland asked her.
She hesitated a second before saying, “I
need a raise.”
All three laughed as they began walking
down the corridor toward the institution’s
administrative offices.
“I know your fantasy-reality treatment
must seem odd to a lot of people, Dr.
Maitland,” Truman said.
“Yes, indeed. ‘Catering to undesirable
male illusions’ was how one of the Board
members put it.”
“But it works,” Truman said. “You have
empirical evidence to back it up. Incidents of
psychosis are down by 80% across the entire
8
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patient population involved with your
treatment protocols.”
“And the steady decrease in the dosage
of their meds is continuing,” Maitland noted.
“Plus,” Betty added, “I read that it
worked with the female patients at the
Sunwest Clinic, isn’t that correct?”
“Yes, that’s right,” Maitland replied.
“But I think the problem is that the Board
members think all the patients here at
Creedmoor are incurable.”
“So,” Betty asked, “they rather we just
keep increasing the dosages and have wards
full of zombies?”
“That’s about it, I’m afraid,” Maitland
said with a sigh.
They reached a junction leading to a
different ward in the asylum. Instead of the
standard institutional look to the building, this
area had thick iron bars, a reinforced gate, and
an armed guard. “We’re all going to miss you
when you leave here, Dr. Maitland,” Truman
said.
“Yes,” agreed Betty.
“Thank you, both,” Maitland told them.
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The guard opened the gate and Maitland
reached over to put his hand on Truman’s
shoulder as if to guide him forward. But
Truman didn’t move. He looked into the other
man’s eyes and said, “Dr. Maitland, I would
very much like to leave Creedmoor and go
into town now.”
Very gently, Maitland told him, “I don’t
think that’s a good idea.”
The guard stepped forward to take
Truman’s arm and steered him through the
gate, locking it once they were inside.
Truman put up no resistance and said,
“Okay, Mr. New Guard. You’re one of the
twins, Jimmy or Jamie, aren’t you?”
“Jimmy’s my brother. He’s on
weekends. I’m Jamie.”
“Hello, Jamie.”
“Hello yourself, Doc.”
Maitland called after him through the
bars, “Oh, Doctor Truman?”
“Yes, Doctor Maitland?”
“You can accompany me on rounds
tomorrow, if you like.”
“I would enjoy that. Thank you, doctor.”
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“I will look forward to your views,”
Maitland said.
With a smile and a wave of his hand,
Truman turned and walked away from the
gate. Deeper into Creedmoor Asylum for the
Criminally Insane, for he was something
besides Dr. Adam Truman; he was patient
#10257/S/D.
In fact, he was one of several very
special residents at Creedmoor Asylum. First,
he was unlike the many “pretend doctors”
among the patient population; he was a real
doctor several times over. He had received
Ph.D. degrees in Chemistry, Biology, and
Abnormal Psychology from well-respected
universities in the United States and Europe,
and he had an M.D. from a prominent U.S.
medical school.
At present, his creation of a potential
New Rorschach Test was being widely
discussed in the field of psychiatry.
Opinion was running about five-to-one
against his proposal but at least his ideas were
being given some thought within his chosen
discipline.
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From “A Proposed New Rorschach Test”
(This image was often called “Robot Vagina”
which may have caused some of the negative
reactions to Adam Truman’s idea.)

~
The other reason Dr. Adam Truman was
considered special was readily apparent to
anyone familiar with the convict numbering
system utilized by the state. The two capital
letters at the end of Adam Truman’s inmate
patient number indicated the level of concern:
The “S” was for schizophrenic and the
“D” was for dangerous.
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2

L

ater that day, Adam Truman met to
chat with a fellow resident of the
asylum, a charming and demure
obsessive-compulsive woman of 83 named
Alice Green. “Your project is really coming
along,” Adam told her as he looked at a
selection of 11x17-inch printouts of her
photo-manipulations. The images were
mainly duotones but contained areas of a
bright green void. “By using that background
color, it’s as if you’ve signed each image
without having to put your name on them.”
“Yes,” she said. “Ever since I first heard
the term ‘green screen,’ I have always wanted
to do this.”
“It’s nice that you have the technology
available here at Creedmoor.”
“Indeed,” she said. “Plus, by providing
these images in this manner, others can create
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new artworks with them, like the dear Mr.
Fook down the hall.”
Joe Fook was actually Joseph Morgan
Klattenburg, the son of a billionaire family.
Committed to Creedmoor, he was non-violent
as long as he was able to make videos.
Because his family contributed large sums to
the Asylum, he had modern editing equipment
in his cell. When he sought to release his
surrealistic and Dadaistic videos to the public,
his relatives insisted he not use the family
name.
At first, he attempted to use the moniker
Joseph Medville Fuck before learning that
YouTube refused to host videos under that
name. Unfazed, he decided to “close up the U
and the C” and become J.M. Fook.
“You’re referring to the FookMovie
videos?” Adam asked Alice.
“Yes, indeed,” she replied.
“Many of them feature your work.”
“Yes.”
“All with your permission?”
“Of course,” she said, “although people
don’t require my permission to use them.”
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She leaned toward Adam conspiratorially.
“You know, Mr. Fook’s videos are visually
stimulating, I think,” Alice said. “Don’t you
agree, Dr. Truman?”
“Yes,” he said. “Several of them are
quietly historic and jarringly modern at the
same time, due in some measure to your
images.”
“Oh thank you, Dr. Truman,” she said.
“You’re welcome.”
“But right now,” she said, “I am worried
about something.”
“What’s that?” he inquired.
“The offering of my images online.”
“Really? Well, let’s have a look.”
“I was so hoping you would say that!
May I bring it up on the device for you now?”
She always called her computer “the device.”
“Certainly,” he told her.
“Oh goody,” she said, turning to the
keyboard. One click and images from her
current project appeared on the screen.
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“I’m impressed with the variety of your
graphics,” Adam told her, “and I think the
work is visually vibrant and consistently
intriguing, Miss Green.”
“Why thank you, Dr. Truman. I do so
appreciate it! But you may call me Alice, as I
hope you will.” She always politely suggested
he dispense with formality.
“Thank you, Alice. And you may call me
Adam.”
“Oh no, Dr. Truman, I could never do
that.” She primly insisted that everyone refer
to him with his title and surname.
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“I see,” he said, “but you prefer me to
call you Alice?”
“Yes of course,” she replied.
“All right, Alice. I will.” He turned back
to her art. “I’m wondering about the longterm affect. What are you aiming for?”
“Oh my goodness, Dr. Truman, I’m
surprised at you.”
“You are?”
“Why yes, indeed. My goal is simple.”
“Is it?”
“Certainly.”
“Perhaps I’m just dense today.”
“I’m certain you are never that, Dr.
Truman. Not you!”
“Well, thank you, Alice. But I am not
getting the, uh, overall significance.”
“Good,” she said with another smile.
“Good?” he asked.
“Certainly. It is good that you don’t get
it. That,” she said primly, “is precisely the
point. It’s Dada, don’t you know.”
There was a pronounced silence for a
few seconds. “I see,” Adam said, “as in the
Dada and Surrealism schools of art?”
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“Yes, indeed,” she told him primly.
“Well, I believe that you believe it is
crystal clear to the rest of us, Alice.”
“Thank you! These icons are all from my
dreams,” Alice told him with a satisfied sigh.
“Don’t you think it is divine to be able to
share these with the world?”
“Yes. Yes, I do. Although I don’t think
most people have the same types of dreams
you do, Alice,” Adam said gently.
“Perhaps not, Dr. Truman, perhaps not.
But you do, don’t you?”
“My dreams are different, Alice. My
dreams are usually all about letting others be
free of imposed thoughts.”
“Oh, mine too!” she said. “And that is
why I’m giving these pictures to people to do
as they wish.”
“I see,” he said.
“And remember, Dr. Truman, by letting
people make their own new images from
these older ones, there might be new ideas for
your project.”
“My project?”
“Your Rorschach Testing.”
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Adam looked at her and smiled. “That’s
a very nice thought, Alice. Thank you.”
“You are entirely welcome.”
“I am going to miss you,” Adam said.
“Miss me? Why, Dr. Truman, wherever
are you off to?”
For just an instant, Adam allowed
himself to peer into the imaginary distances of
time and space. He pulled himself back to the
here and now, saying, “I’m planning to
venture out into the world to change it. Or,
rather, to help it change itself.”
“Well,” Alice said with a contented
smile, “the world could definitely do with
some changes, I’m sure of that.”
“Yes,” said Dr. True. “Yes, indeed.”

Higher-resolution images
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3

W

henever Adam Truman walked
through Creedmoor Asylum’s
recreation areas, he was greeted
by many of the residents, often in a boisterous
manner. “Hi, Doc!” “True-Man, my man!”
“Hey, Adam!” “Doctor True!”
Today, he passed by several inmates
playing poker while sitting around a wooden
table with a hand-stitched cover that had been
made in one of the institution’s craft rooms.
Looking up from the game, one player invited
Adam to join them: “How ‘bout some cards,
Doc?” he said, indicating an empty chair on
the opposite side of the table.
“Hello, gentlemen. Thanks for the offer,
Steve,” Adam replied, “but is that real poker
or Creedmoor poker?”
“Creedmoor poker.”
“Wait,” one player asked, “what’s the
difference?”
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“C’mon now,” Steve whined at him. “In
Creedmoor poker, aces are low, but jacks,
nines, fives and deuces are wild.”
“I think I’ll pass,” Adam told them. “I
just can’t get used to a game where nearly a
third of the cards are wild.”
“Naw, it’s not a third.”
“Well, sixteen out of 52 cards,” Adam
reminded him. “That’s a little more than thirty
percent.”
At which point one of the players
triumphantly displayed his hand: “Five kings.
I win!”
“No you don’t, I’ve got five kings, too!”
“I had ‘em first!”
“Doesn’t matter, damn it!”
“Does too, buttface!”
“Up yours, card chewer!”
They stood up with fists clenched.
Attendants started heading in their direction.
“Guys, guys, guys,” Adam said. “How
about this: In the event of a tie, whoever has
the most actual kings wins the hand.”
There was a moment of hesitation. The
two men glanced at each other, then their
21
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cards, then Adam, then back at each other.
The staff members held their positions, ready
to move if necessary. And then the tension
drained out of the two players.
“Okay by me,” one said.
“Yeah,” said the other. “Fine by moi.”
“Right, right. Okay.” And with that, the
crisis was over as quickly as it had begun.
Adam moved on but suddenly had to
dodge out of the way as two residents played
catch with a dinner roll.
“Incoming!”
Adam shook his head and smiled goodnaturedly as he moved through the rec room
and past the gallery of inmate art:
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Adam strode purposefully down the hall
leading to one of his usual haunts, a small
laboratory where he performed a number of
tasks, some officially sanctioned, others a bit
nefarious.
“Work to do,” he said happily, “work to
do.” He expertly jiggled the locked metal
entrance. The latch clicked and the thick door
popped open an inch or so. “And smiles to go
before I weep,” he said to himself. He entered
the lab and pulled the door shut behind him.
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4

T

he wheels, gears, and levers of power
within a governmental bureaucracy
creak and groan loudly even under
normal circumstances, but most especially
when facing newly-imposed budgetary
guidelines. As often occurs, the state’s fiscal
allotments for health and human services had
recently been realigned, reallocated, adjusted
downward, or cancelled outright.
One result was painfully evident in the
administrative wing of Creedmoor Asylum,
where the highly-compensated Dr. Steven
Maitland was formally transferring the reins
of power to the lesser-salaried Dr. Judith
Lowsey.
Standing in the conference room with
them were two other non-inmates: Lowsey’s
assistant, Sam Shetman, and Diane Weldon,
recently arrived from the state capitol to
oversee the proceedings. Sam was having
24
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trouble keeping his eyes off Diane, to the
point where Dr. Lowsey noticed and sent him
a withering glance to get his attention and
followed it with a disapproving scowl. Sam
bit his lip like a guilty schoolboy and
nervously glanced at everything except Diane
Weldon.
“If we can proceed now,” Diane said, “I
think the time has arrived to make this
transition official.”
Maitland couldn’t resist making one final
statement. He waved his hand at the
somewhat unimpressive room and said, “Dr.
Lowsey, in a moment, all this will be yours.”
Diane and Maitland smiled. Lowsey and
Shetland did not. Diane waited to see if there
were any further comments. Satisfied that she
was now holding the floor, she read aloud
from one page atop a sheaf of papers she
removed from a manila folder. After intoning
the day and date, she made the formal
announcement: “As Liaison Officer for the
State Board of Psychiatric Hospitals, I hereby
welcome Dr. Judith Lowsey as new Director
of Creedmoor.”
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“Congratulations,” Maitland said.
“Thank you,” Lowsey said coldly.
“Would this be a good time for a guided
tour of the facility?” he asked.
“Yes,” she replied. “Let’s go scout the
terrain and ascertain the strength of the enemy
forces.” She turned and snapped at her
assistant, “Sam, you will accompany us.”
“Yes, Dr. Lowsey.”

D

ispiriting. Depressing. Disappointing.
Those were some of the words that kept
popping into Diane’s head throughout the
tour. She felt that Dr. Lowsey’s reactions
bordered on unprofessional. As they stood
looking through the two-way mirror at a
session between a nurse and a resident, Dr.
Lowsey was annoyed by the conversation
heard through the intercom.
“I want the sky purple!” Buddy said.
Buddy was a 34-year-old who was acting in a
child-like manner.
The nurse asked him gently, “You sure
you don’t want the sky to be blue?”
“No. Purple!”
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Behind the glass, Dr. Lowsey muttered,
“What a waste of time.”
“Buddy is much calmer because of this
treatment,” Maitland told her.
“Pehh,” Lowsey replied.
“This treatment method not only aids
Buddy, but it also helps patients with whom
he interacts.”
“What’s Buddy here for?” Sam inquired.
“When he gets upset, he consumes
things. He ate a neighbor’s rare stamp
collection, a flower garden, a pit bull...”
Maitland trailed off for a second, then
continued: “When he attacked a couple of
children, the legal system took over. He
received consecutive twenty-year sentences,
commuted to Life Psychiatric,” Maitland said.
Everyone turned to look at the peaceful
and happy Buddy and his coloring book.
“There!” Buddy said, proudly holding up
his drawing. “It’s purple sky magically!”
Dr. Lowsey was not impressed. “This is
better suited to a circus. Since this patient
obviously isn’t going anywhere, he isn’t
worth the trouble of your so-called therapy.”
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“Well, naturally, that will be your
decision, but—”
“Yes it will. Let’s move on. And what
will be the next sideshow attraction?”
In the largest of the institute’s recreation
rooms, residents were raggedly rehearsing a
scene from the inmate-produced musical
scheduled for a premiere the following month.
Four of the performers were marking their
steps of the choreography while singing the
lyrics to the tune written by the composer and
librettist, both of whom watched eagerly from
the piano at the side of the makeshift stage.
The show’s director counted off the beat,
“Ah-five-six-seven-eight,” and the singers
began the number again from the top:
Family gets into a lather
Because I would always rather
Not face up to the facts.
But hiding deep within my brain
There are thoughts I can’t constrain
As I go right off the tracks.
But cures and pills and shocks
Or talks from quacks and docs
28
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Won’t change a thing, you know.
For you have to keep in mind
When digging deep you’ll find
That here’s what makes me go...
You are not the same as me
No one else sees what I see.
Despite what you call sanity
I have my own reality.
Things proceed ideally
As I move through life genteelly
But now and then it is really...
illegally touchy-feely!
Watching from the back of the room, Dr.
Maitland and Diane Weldon were smiling but
Dr. Lowsey was glowering. Sam began to
grin but saw Dr. Lowsey’s dour countenance
and he quickly displayed a frown of his own.
“So,” Lowsey said, “more of your
‘fantasy-reality’ folderol, Dr. Maitland?”
“And it’s quite effective with a majority
of the resident population. If you read some of
the data, I’m sure you’ll—”
“You may have figured out how to make
headlines for yourself by experimenting on
29
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the inmates of what is primarily a statefunded institution but it’s time to put a stop to
this foolish waste of taxpayer’s money.”
“Is it so foolish to let people be happy
once in a while?” Diane asked, and the world
seemed to pause in its orbit for just an instant.
Ignoring Maitland and Diane, Dr.
Lowsey turned to her assistant and said,
“Sam, see to it that every patient who can
comprehend English is brought to the
cafeteria for my inaugural address tomorrow.”
“Yes, Ma’am.”
“Well,” Dr. Maitland said, “in the
meantime, I will be happy to go over the
progress each patient has been making.”
“I have no use for your views,” Dr.
Lowsey said curtly.
“Hold it,” Diane interjected. “Time out.”
“What?” Lowsey said.
“Dr. Lowsey,” Diane said firmly, “part
of the transition process is a review of the
case files.”
“And your point is, what, exactly?”
“My point is,” Diane said resolutely,
“exactly this: I insist that Dr. Maitland be able
30
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to make a presentation of the case files.” She
said it powerfully and with a reservoir of
inner confidence. Diane waited patiently,
knowing that because of her position with the
state, she would win this argument.
Dr. Lowsey looked at Diane the way a
chef would regard a bottle of spoiled cream.
In the past, many people had wilted under that
gaze. Diane maintained a steely stare that was
more than a match for Lowsey’s frown.
The tension mounted and Sam nervously
glanced back and forth between the two
women.
“Fine,” Lowsey muttered. “Sam will
record Dr. Maitland’s comments and I can
review them later.”
Since this wasn’t the protocol that the
state had in mind, Diane considered it a
moment and said, “Compromise proposed.”
She glanced at Maitland and told him, “Your
call, Doctor.” Very subtly, he shrugged his
shoulders. “All right, then,” Diane said.
“Compromise reached.”
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5

A

fter Dr. Maitland and Sam made
their way to the asylum library,
stacks of patient files were examined
methodically. Sam attempted to hide his
boredom but became suddenly alert when
Maitland began discussing the case of Adam
Truman.
“About three years ago,” Maitland said,
“Dr. Truman was brought here and—”
“I’m sorry, did you say ‘doctor’
Truman?”
“Yes, the patient named Adam Truman
has an M.D. as well as several advanced
degrees. He’s more a doctor than anyone in
the entire hospital system.”
“Really?”
“Absolutely,” Maitland assured him.
“Anyway, before his arrest, Adam had
invented a drug that chemically alters the
32
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human mind so that the recipient is incapable
of telling a falsehood.”
“You’re joking.”
“No,” Maitland assured him. “No, I am
not.”
“You’re saying he invented a truth
serum?” Sam asked incredulously.
“Correct,” Maitland replied evenly.
“Well, something very much like that. It was
a pretty big story in the local media but it
never went national because the government
suppressed the information.”
“You’re not pulling my leg on this?”
“Not at all. Everything’s in Adam’s file.”
“What was this truth drug like?”
“Colorless, odorless, tasteless, and can
be quick-dried into fine granules or powder. It
was comprised of some combination of esters,
I believe, although no one knows. Adam
never revealed how he did it. What I was told
is that it assumes its true molecular structure
once it reaches the neurons of the brain.
That’s why no one has been able to replicate
the formula.”
“But Truman knows what it is, right?”
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“He claims to know it. He also selfmedicated, in massive doses, or so he said.
Evidently, small quantities can wear off but if
enough of it is ingested, well, let’s just say I
don’t think Adam ever tells a lie. He may not
reveal the complete story but he doesn’t fib.
It’s why the other patients call him Dr. True.”
“This is, well, this is unbelievable.”
“It sounds unbelievable until you look
into it. You’re welcome to read the file and
look at some of the video from his
experiments. Trust me, after that you are
likely to become a believer, or at the very
least, you will no longer be a non-believer.”
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6

D

r. Lowsey and Diane Weldon were
moving slowly through the facility
to familiarize themselves with the
physical layout. In the pharmacy, Dr. Lowsey
began conversing with Mary Loesser and
Daisy Bettersing, who were serving as cochief pharmacists but who may have simply
been patients with some pharmacological
training. Inside Creedmoor, it was sometimes
difficult to know for sure.
“We maintain very tight control over our
supplies,” Mary said proudly as they moved
past shelves with containers marked with
large black lettering:
AMITRIPTYLINE
THIORIDAZINE
HALOPERIDOL
CHLORPROMAZINE
35
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“Wait, you’re saying you maintain ‘tight
control’?” Dr. Lowsey asked sternly.
“Why, yes, of course.”
“Anyone could step around back here
and reach any of those containers.”
Daisy pulled down a couple of
containers to reveal that they were empty.
“The actual pharmaceutical supplies are
stored in the lab,” she said.
Dr. Lowsey noded curtly. “I see.”
“We didn’t have to take so many
precautions back when they had everyone
stoked to the eyeballs on tranquillizers,” Mary
said. “Nobody was trying for a high when
they were already zonked. Now, we keep
things under some measure of restriction.”
“Starting on Monday,” Dr. Lowsey said,
“things will be running the way they used to
be run. That’s going to make things easier for
the staff.”
“I see,” Mary said. Both she and Daisy
looked non-committal.
“Although we may not require the
services of two chief pharmacists,” Dr.
Lowsey said pointedly.
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Mary frowned and looked helplessly at
Daisy. Daisy frowned and looked menacingly
at Dr. Lowsey. “But you can’t just—”
“Now let’s see the lab,” Dr. Lowsey
said, moving toward the metal door with the
keypad lock.
Mary and Daisy exchanged glances
again. They nodded to each other almost
imperceptibly. “Very well,” Daisy said.
Mary stepped up to the imposing metal
door. Instead of jiggling it as Adam had done,
she punched in a combination to unlock the
entranceway. She hesitated just a fraction of a
second, put both hands on the edge of the
door and then threw it open dramatically.
“Voila,” she said.
Dr. Lowsey and Diane stepped through
the doorway to the laboratory. It was dimly lit
except for the workbench area. The two
women glanced around, trying to get their
bearings. There was a moment of stillness that
seemed oppressive and eerie. Behind them,
the door to the lab closed with a resounding
CLUNK. The women were slightly startled at
the sound.
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“What the hell?” Dr. Lowsey said. She
moved to the door and tried the handle but it
wouldn’t budge.
“Hey, this is—”
“Take good notes on your little lab tour.”
Daisy’s voice seemed brittle and metallic
through the intercom speaker. “After all, you
may be running things yourself on Monday.”
“Now just hold on,” Lowsey said, but a
metallic buzz from the speaker cut her off.
“We’ll be taking care of a couple of
errands now,” Daisy’s voice continued.
“Don’t worry, we’ll be back in a little while.”
“Wait a minute!” Lowsey sputtered.
“When you want to come out,” Daisy
continued, “you can punch the intercom
button a few times.” There was a CLICK as
the intercom connection was terminated. Dr.
Lowsey pressed the intercom button. “Hello?”
Nothing happened. She angrily pressed it
again several times. Still no response.
“This is outrageous,” Dr. Lowsey said.
She and Diane looked at the locked door, then
at each other. Somewhere in the gloom of the
lab came the clink of glass beakers. They
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turned to look at the murkiness of the room.
“Is someone back there?”
“Yes indeed,” came a male voice.
“Who’s that?” Diane said.
“Please don’t worry,” said the voice. Dr.
Adam Truman emerged from the shadows. He
was wearing protective goggles and the glow
of the lab’s Bunsen burner was reflected in
them. He held a hypodermic needle and
syringe in his hand.
“Oh my,” Diane said.
“This is pretty scary, huh?” Adam said.
“I usually try to make my entrance in a cloud
of smoke, but this will have to do.”
He put down the syringe, removed the
goggles, and smiled at Lowsey and Diane.
“There’s a switch on the wall over there if
you’d like to throw more light on the subject.”
The women hesitated but then Diane
moved to the switch. “Yes, I think so,” she
said, flipping the toggle upward. Florescent
lighting flickered and then cast its sickly rays
throughout the lab.
“Our humble laboratory,” Adam said. He
pronounced it the way John Carradine did in
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many an old black-and-white horror flick:
“lah-BOR-ah-torry.”
One quick glance around the room
revealed the place to be rather ordinary and
definitely non-threatening.
“As for the door,” Adam said with a nod
at the metal entryway, “don’t concern
yourselves about that. They lock everyone in
here for a minute or two. It’s part of the tour.
Part of the initiation of new administrators.”
The women didn’t look convinced. “Really,
don’t worry about it. If they don’t open up,
we can just hit the fire alarm,” he nodded
towards the emergency panel on the wall
behind the workbench. “It will be a bit noisy,
but some of the security team will come
running and extract us.” Adam began
removing his lab coat.
A bit of tension left Dr. Lowsey’s body
at that point, although she was still nettled.
Diane was relieved to see that Adam was
dressed neatly in suit and tie and that his
beard was not scraggly like some of the
residents. She and Lowsey noticed a name
badge pinned to his jacket’s breast pocket.
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“You are Dr. Adam Truman?” Lowsey
said, straining a little to read the name badge.
“That is correct, yes.” He looked straight
into the eyes of the senior of the two ladies
and said, “You must be Dr. Judith Lowsey,
come to restore order and establish a
beachhead of lucidity.”
“Yes,” she said.
“Welcome to Creedmoor, a truly insane
asylum.”
“Yes,” she said, “that appears so.”
Adam leaned forward and extended his
hand to her in a friendly but formal manner.
In almost a reflex action, she reached out to
him and they shook hands.
“And you must be Diane Weldon,
representing the governmental organization of
our fair state.”
“Yes, as best I can,” she said, also
shaking his hand.
“I heard about the two of you via the
most exquisite of communication channels,”
he said.
“Oh?” asked Lowsey. “What’s that?”
“Prisoner gossip, of course.”
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They all chuckled.
“Well,” Diane noted, “it was accurate
this time.”
“Yes,” Adam agreed, and then changed
the topic. “Instead of both of you being at the
mercy of those two erstwhile department
heads, allow me to escort you on your
excursion. Your expedition. You know, with
your permission, I believe I could conduct
quite a proper presentation of the facility. A
jolly tour, if you will.”
Despite herself, Dr. Lowsey had to
smile. “Well, perhaps—”
“Excellent,” Adam said. “Let me just
clear things up here.” Adam scooped a
number of yellow capsules into a container
and sealed it. He turned off the flame of the
Bunsen burner. He returned the syringe to a
metal container and closed the lid with a snap.
“Ms. Weldon, if you please, just tap the
intercom button so we can emerge from the
Bat Cave.”
“We did that before. It didn’t work.”
“You’ve got to have a little whimsy
when you do it. Use the Bo Diddley beat.”
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“Excuse me?”
“Punch the intercom button to the tune of
‘Shave and a haircut, two bits.’ That’s the
code it’s programmed to recognize.”
Dr. Lowsey and Diane stared at Adam in
consternation as he hung up his lab coat. Then
Diane moved to the intercom and pushed
“DAH dah-dah-dah-dah, DAH DAH.” Within
a second, the door lock clicked open. She
looked at Adam and raised her eyebrows. He
raised his eyebrows back at her. All three of
them smiled and walked out of the lab
together.
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7

A

s he conducted Dr. Judith Lowsey
and Diane Weldon on a tour of
Creedmoor Asylum, Adam Truman
was at his most entertaining, frequently
garnering laughter and even the occasional
half-stifled giggle from the two women.
Adam led them past the kitchen while
regaling them about some of the more
outrageous results of using residents as
assistant chefs. “Vegetable coloring is always
a problem,” he told them. “Thanks to that
insidious Dr. Seuss story, we frequently have
to deal with green eggs and ham, not to
mention blue eggs and ham and sometimes
multi-colored meats. You haven’t lived until
you have been served a rainbow pork chop.”
“We’ll soon put a stop to that,” Dr.
Lowsey said.
“For which everyone will be grateful,
I’m sure,” Adam replied. “Now, this area next
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to the kitchen is of great interest to residents
inclined toward horticultural activities. We
are growing vegetables hydroponically. It’s
quite an intriguing process. Plus, not only
does it provide a soothing activity for the
residents, it helps lower the food budget of the
institution.”
They made their way along one long row
of vegetables and exited the room without
passing the area where marijuana was
growing alongside the cucumbers, beans,
peas, potatoes, carrots, and tomatoes. They
emerged into a wide hallway and passed
within several feet of a loading dock where a
truck was expected to arrive soon to deliver
supplies. The area was being lazily watched
by two uniformed security guards.
Adam called to the guards by name as he
ushered Diane and Dr. Lowsey along the
hallway leading to the main building of the
institution. The guards acknowledged him
right away.
“Hi, True-man” one said pleasantly.
“Hey there, Dr. True” said the other with
a small wave of his hand.
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“Do you allow staff to call you ‘Trueman’ and ‘Dr. True’?” asked Dr. Lowsey. “A
bit familiar, don’t you think?”
Adam smiled and said, “The tone was
friendly and respectful, so the abbreviation of
my name seems quaint to me.”
“Quaint?” Dr. Lowsey asked.
“Certainly,” Adam replied. “And after
all, if it doesn’t bother me, it should really be
acceptable, unless you don’t agree?”
Dr. Lowsey shook her head “no.”
“No? Ah, well, I’ll ask them to consider
keeping things more formal if you think it
will be a better procedure.”
“Thank you.” Dr. Lowsey was becoming
slightly enamored of Adam Truman.
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B

efore Adam could lead Dr. Lowsey
and Diane Weldon back into the
main corridors of Creedmoor, their
attention was caught by the sound of a
lumbering delivery truck backing up to the
loading dock. The steady beep-beep-beep of
the reverse-gear-warning echoed mournfully
in the hallway around them.
Once the vehicle was in position, two
men emerged from the truck’s cab. With quiet
efficiency, they began off-loading containers
of food supplies. Workers from the asylum
kitchen joined them and opened some of the
crates. Then they began handling the
foodstuffs and there was no attempt to switch
from work gloves to food-prep gloves.
“Those people should be fired,” Dr.
Lowsey said.
“Can’t do that,” Adam said.
“And why not?”
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“They’re patients here. Or, as you might
call them, inmates.” Dr. Lowsey was too
surprised to reply so Adam continued: “But
there’s a bigger picture. Really, how much do
we know about the food we eat? Ingredients
in our meals may have been grown in polluted
soil, sprayed with pesticides, injected with
foreign substances, or prepared by people
who have only a fleeting acquaintance with
the basic rules of hygiene.”
“Be that as it may, those individuals
should not be working in the kitchen,” Dr.
Lowsey said sternly.
“The state cut off funding for chefs three
years ago. We either put up with the likes of
these folks or it’s Spam for every meal.”
They turned to look at Diane. “Hey,” she
told them, “don’t blame me. I didn’t vote on
the funding.”
“You might discuss this situation with a
few committee members when you’re back at
the capital,” Adam pointed out.
“Yes,” she said. “I will.”
“Excellent,” Adam said. “Now how
about a snack from our kitchen?”
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Both women made a face that indicated
they were not in favor of that decision.
“I see,” Adam said. “Perhaps later.”
One of the deliverymen grabbed a
clipboard and addressed the patients. “Can I
get one of y’all to sign for this?”
Nobody made a move to sign the receipt.
“Can we do it?” Diane asked.
“Nope,” Adam told her. “Has to be one
of the security guards.”
“Really?”
“I’m afraid so,” Adam told her.
“Regulations.” All three of them watched as
one of the guards ambled over to the
clipboard. Adam said very quietly, “Watch.
It’s a big moment for him.” The guard
scrawled his signature with a self-satisfied
smile and then moved up the hallway past
Adam and the two ladies.
“Hey Doc, are ya gonna bring the gals to
watch the mail delousing?” he said.
“Sure thing,” Adam replied.
Both women looked puzzled. Adam
motioned them to join him as he followed the
guard. They entered the mailroom just as
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several twenty dollar bills were slid into a tray
of clear liquid.
“Relatives bring or send money to
residents,” Adam told them, “and it has to be
soaked to remove any drugs that may be
affixed.”
“Drugs?” Dr. Lowsey asked. “On the
money?”
“On the money,” Adam said. “Back in
the nineteen seventies, the water in that tray
could be traded for backstage passes to any
Dead concert anywhere in the country.”
“‘Dead concert’?” she asked.
“That would be referring to a band called
The Grateful Dead,” Diane said. “Right Dr.
Truman?”
“That is dead-on correct, Ms. Weldon,”
Adam replied.
“Oh, I see,” said Dr. Lowsey, not really
seeing at all.
Next, a roll of quarters was opened and
spread out under a scanner. Adam explained:
“Coins are examined in case they’ve been
hollowed out.”
“Hollowed out?” Lowsey inquired.
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“Right, to contain heroin or cocaine or
amphetamines, or whatever.”
“What happens if a relative sends a
resident something to eat?” Diane asked,
pointing to a box of chocolates sitting on a
table full of items waiting to be inspected.
“You’ll see.”
When it was time to check the chocolates
for contraband, each piece was sliced and
diced.
“That’s a shame,” Diane said.
“Yes,” Adam agreed. “You should see
what happens when someone has a birthday
cake delivered.”
“Messy?”
“Very.”
Adam next took them outside the main
building so they could view the exercise yard.
A rag-tag game was under way. It was on a
basketball court but with three teams, each in
different colored t-shirts. The blue team had
eight players who mostly just seemed to be
getting in the way of everybody else. The red
team had four players, all of them mediocre.
The green team had three players, one of
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whom was really good—his moves were quite
impressive amid all the extraneous bodies on
the court, especially considering that he was
wearing two-tone patent leather shoes instead
of sneakers.
“This just doesn’t seem right,” Dr.
Lowsey noted.
The good player attempted to spin and
shoot but was fouled by five people.
“That’s not fair,” Diane said.
“Yes indeed,” Adam said. “Just like
life.”
They stood and watched the action on
the court for a moment. As often happened, a
couple of the residents were using some of
Joseph Medville Fook’s video gear to capture
the “action” which they would turn into an
imitation SportsCenter type of report
complete with fast cuts, multiple replays from
different angles, and super-slow-motion
sequences to savor all the player moves.
The good player got the ball, faked one
way, spun around, faked again, and went into
a dribble-drive to the hoop—only to be
knocked halfway across the court by six
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players converging on him (one of them from
his own team).
“I don’t know much about basketball but
that is not how the game is supposed to be
played,” Dr. Lowsey stated firmly.
“Well, it’s their version of the game,”
Adam said quietly.
While Dr. Lowsey fumed, Diane glanced
around at the grounds and asked, “Does
everybody get a chance to play?”
“Certainly, but not everybody wants to,”
Adam replied, and they observed numerous
patients at various parts of the grounds: a few
people performing yoga exercises; a patient
making an intense speech about the evil of
canned goods as he faced a blank wall; a
couple of residents practicing with what
appeared to be imaginary yo-yos; a patient
rolling on the grass with a wide smile on his
face, like a big cat stretching in the sun.
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O

nce Adam had accompanied Dr.
Lowsey and Diane Weldon back
inside the Creedmoor buildings, the
three of them chatted about proposed changes
at the institution. As they approached Dr.
Maitland’s office, they paused by the door as
an orderly slid out the placard with Maitland’s
name. He inserted a new one bearing Dr.
Lowsey’s name and title. The orderly looked
at the two placards without expression,
turned, and trudged down the hallway.
“Let’s just take a quick look at your
cell,” Adam said. This elicited a grin from
Diane and a brief smile from Lowsey as she
entered the room. She waved the others to
follow her into the office space.
“Humble but usable,” Dr. Lowsey said.
“We all hope you’re going to be
comfortable here,” Adam told her.
“I’m sure I’ll make do somehow.”
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“Well,” Diane said, “now that you’re
ready to get settled in, I’m going to head back
to town.”
“Yes,” Lowsey said, “thank you for all
your efforts.” Her sullen tone indicated that
this was a dismissal.
“It was interesting sharing the tour with
both of you,” Diane said with a smile at
Adam.
“You know,” Adam said to Diane, “I
would very much like to go into town as well.
Would it be all right if we shared a cab ride?”
“I’ll be happy to give you a lift.”
“Oh, you have a car?”
“I rented one when I arrived from the
capital.”
“Great,” Adam said. “That’s terrific
news. Well, a lift would be very nice of you.
If you’ll excuse me for just a moment, I’ve
got to gather up some things from my cell.”
The women smiled again at his use of that
word. “I can meet you at the security check-in
area by the main entrance in, say, ten
minutes?”
“Fine,” Diane said.
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“Excellent. See you shortly.” Adam
nodded to each of them and left the room.
“I don’t know about you,” Diane said,
“but there’s something about that man...”
“Yes,” Lowsey said. “Yes, there’s a, a
charm.”
“Yes, that’s it. An old world charm.”
“So,” Lowsey said, “you’re going to
drive him into town.”
“Yes.”
“Maybe have a bite to eat.”
“If I’m lucky and he’s not careful.”
“Hmmm. Too bad you’ve got to be
getting back to the capital right afterwards.”
“Yes. Well,” Diane said with another
glance at her watch, “I’ve got to stay on my
schedule.”
“I’ll come along and see you two off.”
“There’s no need for that.”
“It’s no problem,” Lowsey said.
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A

dam Truman moved swiftly through
the small laboratory. He removed a
container from one of the shelves,
popped off the lid, turned it upside down, and
poured his precious and controversial yellow
capsules onto the workbench. Using rapid
sweeping motions, he moved the capsules
from the bench to the palm of one hand and
then into his jacket pockets. He patted at the
outside of his pockets to more evenly
distribute the yellow shells and avoid an
obvious bulge.
Next, Adam turned to a framed poster of
the Periodic Table of the Elements hanging on
one wall. He grasped the frame with both
hands and removed it, revealing a rectangle
cut into the wallboard. Using a ballpoint pen
as a wedge, he dislodged the panel. He
reached in and grabbed a sheaf of file folders
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containing documentation of his experiments,
then replaced the panel and the chart that
covered it. After a quick look around, he
exited the room and headed for the main
entrance of Creedmoor.
As Adam emerged from one of the
asylum hallways, he spotted Dr. Lowsey and
Diane Weldon standing in the checkpoint area
of the lobby. Thick wire mesh reached from
floor to ceiling across the entire outer edge of
the antechamber. Inside a caged section of the
vestibule was Security Officer Rodgers who
sat half-encircled by TV screens showing
readouts of video cameras and body scanning
equipment mounted around the entrance
areas. From there, Rodgers could also operate
the remote-control locks on the heavily
reinforced doors to the institution.
Adam stepped through the metal detector
and another guard waved him through to the
main checkpoint area. Adam turned and saw
the two women had now been joined by
Senior Security Officer Walter Howe. Adam
smiled as he saw that both Rodgers and Howe
were having some difficulty keeping their
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eyes off Diane. Rodgers was using the closed
circuit video camera to zoom in for a high
definition view of her.
Adam made his way up to the little
group. He had a pleasant smile on his face but
it began to fade when he noticed the tightlipped countenance of Dr. Lowsey and sensed
the tension among the huddle of people.
“Look, Dr. Lowsey,” Howe told her,
“it’s just the rules. To step outside, everyone’s
got to sign out and turn in their visitor pass.
Any change from that procedure requires you
to sign the ledger for them.” He held up a
metal notebook with pen dangling from a
chain.
“Fine,” Dr. Lowsey said with some
annoyance. “Give me the damn paperwork.”
“Just print their names, then you sign the
form.”
“Yes, yes,” she said with annoyance. She
scrawled her name on the form twice, once
for Diane and once for Adam.
Looking at Adam, Senior Security
Officer Howe said, “I don’t remember you
signing in or out before.”
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Before Adam could reply, Dr. Lowsey
berated Howe: “Perhaps if you were paying
more attention to your job...” and practically
shoved the metal notebook at him.
“Oh that’s quite all right, Dr. Lowsey,”
Adam said. “He’s absolutely correct about
that. I never go in and out because I’m a
patient here.”
Diane laughed. There was even a small
smile from the still nettled Dr. Lowsey.
“That ain’t funny,” Howe told Adam.
“No,” Adam said without rancor, “you’re
correct, that isn’t funny. My apologies if that
was in some way offensive.”
Howe looked from the signatures on the
form to Dr. Lowsey, then from the signatures
on the form to Adam, then—
“Oh hurry up,” Dr. Lowsey told the man
impatiently.
“Well okay, if you take responsibility.”
“Of course,” she said curtly.
Howe shrugged, turned, and gave the goahead signal to Rodgers. The guard nodded,
shifted on his stool, and pressed two of his
control panel buttons. A loud warning buzz
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sounded as the reinforced doors opened. With
a beatific smile on his face, Dr. Adam
Truman offered his arm to Diane Weldon.
She smiled, slipped her arm through his, and
they walked out of Creedmoor asylum.
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 11 

T

he car carrying Diane Weldon and
Adam Truman rolled out of the
asylum parking lot. Watching from
the lobby of Creedmoor, Dr. Lowsey started
to wave at the car. Feeling silly, she jerked
her hand back down to her side. She glanced
over at security guard Rodgers in his booth.
He was laughing at her, but he was turned
toward one of the closed circuit television
monitors so she wasn’t able to tell that he had
witnessed her brief moment of sentimentality.
She stiffened back into her normal tense
posture and headed toward her office.
After Dr. Lowsey had exited the lobby,
Rodgers motioned to security officer Howe to
come into the booth. With a smirk, Rodgers
pointed to a video surveillance screen and
pressed Play. Silently, they viewed the video
of the leave-taking scene with Lowsey,
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Weldon, and Truman, right up to Dr.
Lowsey’s little wave.
“Aw, ain’t that sweet?”
“Chokes me up.”
They had just turned back to work when
they both received an electronic alert on
Creedmoor’s security intercom system. Howe
flinched at the piercing sound because he had
his volume turned too high. They both
punched their talk buttons but Howe spoke
first.
“Security, Howe speak—” He listened in
annoyance. “Hey, slow down.” He listened
again. “Okay, okay, hold your horses. Let me
check.” Both he and Rodgers fumbled with
the metallic logbook. “Hang on a sec’, hang
on... Okay, it’s right here...”
As they coped with the voice squawking
through their in-ear monitors, Lorenzo, one of
the male nurses at the asylum, hurried across
the lobby, signaling to them frantically.
“Where is he? Where is he?” Lorenzo
demanded of both of them.
“Who?” Rodgers asked while both he
and Howe waved to Lorenzo to pipe down.
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“Dr. Truman, Dr. Truman! Where the
hell is he?”
“Everybody just calm the hell down,”
Howe said. “You,” he said to Lorenzo, “back
off a minute.” Into the intercom device, he
said, “Yeah, now Lorenzo’s here askin’ the
exact same thing as you.” Howe stiffened up
at what he heard through the intercom. “Of
course we’re on the job! The damn logbook is
right here. You don’t have to—” Another
agitated pause. “No, yeah, I’ve got the list
right in front of me. Jesus. Just hold on a
friggin’ second, all right?” He squinted while
reading from the logbook. “Okay, listen,
we’ve got a Diane,” he squinted at the
logbook again, “looks like Diane Woldon and
a Dr. Alan Troman, both of which were just
signed out.”
“No, no, no!” Lorenzo told him. “That’s
Dr. Adam Truman.”
“Yeah, okay, Troman, Truman...”
“It’s Truman!” Lorenzo said.
“Wait a second,” Rodgers said, a look of
recognition appearing on his face. “I know
who you mean...”
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Howe ignored Rodgers and told
Lorenzo, “Okay, sure, it could be Truman.”
Rodgers said, “You’re talking about the
truth drug guy?”
“Yeah, the truth drug guy. Dr. Adam
Truman!”
Howe and Rodgers exchanged glances.
Then they looked at the logbook. Then they
looked out at the parking lot. Then they
looked back at Lorenzo.
“Whoa,” Howe said.
“Glad I wasn’t the one who signed him
out,” Rodgers said.
“Who did?”
Howe held out the logbook so Lorenzo
could read Dr. Lowsey’s signature. “Ain’t
that a hoot?” Howe said. “He was released by
our new fearless leader.”
“Oh shit,” Lorenzo said.
Word of Dr. True’s escape raced through
Creedmoor as fast as a rumor of teacher
sexual misconduct would spread through a
PTA meeting. 
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D

iane Weldon drove expertly down
the gently twisting road that
bifurcated the picturesque wooded
countryside. She glanced at Adam Truman,
sitting contentedly in the passenger seat. He
was smiling as he gazed at the scenery
moving past them.
“Beautiful area isn’t it, Dr. Truman?”
she said to him.
“Perhaps we can be Adam and Diane,”
he replied.
“All right,” she said with a small smile.
“As for the scenery,” Adam said, “I love
it. Makes me both happy and sad.”
“Sad?”
“Well,” he said, “because it seems that
the beauty of some places is in inverse
proportion to the effects of people on those
areas.”
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“Unfortunately, that often seems to be
the truth,” she said regretfully.
“You know,” he said, turning to look
back towards Creedmoor, “I often thought I’d
only leave there in an official vehicle, like an
ambulance or a hearse.”
She laughed. “Really dedicated to your
work, aren’t you.”
He smiled. “You have no idea.” He
glanced around the car and noticed that the
auto’s music system was playing but nothing
was being broadcast through the speakers
because the sound was muted. “Aha, let’s see
about the playlist for Ms. Diane Weldon,” he
said and reached out a hand to hover above
the volume button.
“You might not like it,” she began.
“I might not. Is it what people call easy
listening?”
“For some people, perhaps,” she replied.
“Smooth jazz?”
“God no.”
“Klezmer?”
“No.” She smiled.
“Polka?”
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“No.” She grinned.
“John Tesh?”
“No,” she said, laughing out loud. “None
of those.”
“Okay, then let’s see.” He tapped the
volume button and the car was filled with the
sounds of wind chimes and a sitar.
“Do you meditate?” he asked.
“Yes, sometimes.”
“Really,” he said.
“But don’t worry,” she told him, “I
rarely do it while driving.”
Adam smiled at her. “What do you say to
some airflow and a little more oomph from
the audio system?”
She nodded and hit the power buttons to
lower the windows. As she did so, Adam
boosted the volume. The car raced down the
long and winding road, sitar music pouring
from within.
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O

beying their instructions, Creedmoor
administrators and staff gathered the
more lucid of the patients and
assembled them in the largest dining hall of
the asylum. The story of how “the True will
out” was one of the biggest topics of
conversation as the crowd waited. Dr.
Maitland tactfully ignored this embarrassing
lapse of security as he completed his last
official act: introducing Dr. Lowsey to the
gathering of patients and staff. His voice
reverberated in the speakers of the public
address system that also broadcast throughout
the facility’s hallways, common areas, and
patient cells.
“It has been a privilege interacting and
working with all of you,” he concluded, “but
now Dr. Judith Lowsey will be taking over as
director here. And,” he added with a gentle
touch of sarcasm, “I can’t tell you how it feels
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to introduce her.” He didn’t say how it felt,
probably because all sentient beings in the
room knew exactly how displeased he was
about it. With no outward sign of animosity,
he turned to her and said, “Dr. Lowsey, would
you like to say a few words?” He left the
microphone and sat down.
Dr. Lowsey, full of bluster in an attempt
to put behind her the mortification of having
abetted the escape of one of Creedmoor’s
most notorious patients, was nonetheless
nervous and bumped her face on the mic. The
ka-whump sound was amplified in the room
as well as through the many speakers located
around the institution. The crowd tittered,
then fell silent.
She took a deep breath and prepared to
speak her first words to the population of
Creedmoor. She didn’t make it because one of
the patients beat her to the punch.
“Enhhh, what’s up, doc?” shouted one
inmate, doing a fair imitation of Bugs Bunny.
Laughter rolled through the room.
A couple of guards grinned while others
sent nervous glances at the patients.
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Instead of smiling at the Looney Tunes
comedy line, Dr. Lowsey was annoyed. “Let’s
settle down,” Dr. Lowsey admonished the
audience. Some in the crowd hooted at her.
Lowsey nodded at the guards in
annoyance and they began signaling that
everyone should refrain from disrupting the
event. Lowsey waited several painful seconds
until the room fell quiet and then she
attempted to make her speech. “Well, all
right. Let’s begin. It’s good to see so many of
you here today. Uh, no, I mean...”
“Oh thanks a lot, doc!”
Laughter again; louder this time.
Dr. Lowsey gaped at the unruly
assembly and finally came to the realization
that making any kind of speech in this setting
was not a good idea. While most patients
were watching her, it was as if they were
expecting a bit of entertainment rather than
paying serious attention. Additionally, many
in the crowd were distracted by inner voices
and demons. Some of the inmates were
drumming fingers on the tables, absently
scratching themselves, biting lips, sucking
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teeth, clenching and unclenching hands,
playing with their hair, tapping feet, poking
ears, noses or crotches, twisting rings, biting
fingernails, and doing many of the little
peculiar repetitive motions everyone does
except the patients did them more so.
Suddenly regaining her composure, Dr.
Lowsey barked into the mic, “Let me remind
you that this is a state institution with inmates
as well as patients, and we must always
remember one important thing—”
“That we’re all craaaaaaaaazeeeeeeee!”
Whoops from the patients. The guards
and orderlies tried to shush the crowd.
Dr. Lowsey spoke even louder into the
mic. “There are going to be a lot of changes
around here, and you can count on it!”
One inmate called for quiet and mostly
got it. “Hey, hey, hey, knock it off, you guys.
Knock it off! Okay, Dr. Lowsey, some of us
have a question we’d like you to answer, if
you don’t mind.”
“Well, what is it?”
“If I give you a tour, will you let me go
to town with a babe from the capitol?”
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The hall erupted with hoots and hollers,
followed by a smattering of applause.
Dr. Lowsey’s face reddened as she
turned to send Dr. Maitland a withering
glance. Just as the raucousness in the
audience died down, she told him, “I suppose
you’d want to put this in your ‘literature’ as
well.”
Some patients and most of the staff were
startled to hear her display of animosity
toward a colleague in front of everyone.
There was a great deal of affection for the
calm leadership of Dr. Maitland. The
condescending tone used by Dr. Lowsey
brought about an abrupt change in the mood
of patients and staff throughout the institution.
“Hey Dr. Lousy,” a patient shouted, “did
they name the food here after you?”
“That will be enough of that,” she
snapped at him during the derisive laughter
that greeted his outburst. Dr. Lowsey said it
again with more volume: “That will be
enough!” But it was not enough. A chant
began in one corner of the room and quickly
spread throughout the hall and then
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throughout Creedmoor. For several moments,
voices thundered in the hall and echoed
throughout the institution: “Lousy! Lousy!
Lousy!”
Slowly and efficiently, the staff guided
patients back to their quarters. After a
relatively quiet hour, a ditty was debuted in
one wing of the asylum. It an instant it was
picked up by nearby patients and it seemed to
permeate the atmosphere of Creedmoor:
Don’t get cozy,
Doctor Lowsey.
Mind is drowsy,
Doctor Lousy!
Not too rosy,
Doctor Lowsey.
Very frowsy,
Doctor Lousy!
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C

onfusion and acrimony were running
high at the security check-in area by
the main entrance of Creedmoor. In
addition to the chagrinned and tight-lipped
security officers who had been on duty when
Adam exited, several other members of the
asylum security detail scurried around, mainly
attempting to eavesdrop on Doctors Lowsey
and Maitland as they spoke with two
policemen, Lt. Brell and Sgt. Arnold.
Dr. Maitland seemed bemused by the
contretemps that had resulted in his being
asked back to the institution that had so
recently told him goodbye. The chorus of
voices was silenced by an authoritarian call
for order:
“Enough!” Lt. Brell shouted. “Let’s all
just hold on a sec’, everybody.” He waited for
quiet before continuing. “All right, now
you’re gonna hafta excuse me for askin’ some
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of my questions, folks, but this is my first
case involving a genuine looney. So, there are
a few things—”
“We don’t use the term ‘looney,’
Lieutenant,” Dr. Maitland said firmly.
“Well,” replied Lt. Brell, “I may not
have the technical term right but hell, looney
is as looney does. Now, let’s get some of the
basics out of the way. First of all, did I hear
you say that the loon—sorry, the escapee, he
actually identified himself as a patient here
but he was let out anyway?”
Gritting her teeth, Dr. Lowsey answered
him: “Yes, but we thought he was joking.”
“No,” Maitland said, “Adam only tells
the truth.”
“Uh huh,” said the lieutenant. “But
didn’t the guard—what’s his name?”
“Howe.”
“What?”
“Howe. The guard’s name is Howe.”
“Oh. I see.” The lieutenant asked Sgt.
Arnold, “What have we got on this Howe?”
“He’s standing right over there,”
Maitland noted.
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“I’m aware of that, doc. I wanna hear
what’s in his file.” Lt. Brell nodded at the
man with the paperwork.
Sgt. Arnold was flipping through a sheaf
of documents provided by the Creedmoor
security office. He ran one finger down a page
of Howe’s personnel file and read aloud,
“Walter H. Howe. Been with the institute for
three years. Clean record. Good employee.”
“Okay, so this Howe, didn’t he say
anything about the policy of releasing an
inmate?”
“Yes,” sputtered Lowsey, “but we were
under the impression that the man was a
doctor.”
“He is a doctor,” Maitland said.
“How’s that?” the lieutenant inquired.
“Like a professor?”
“Both,” Maitland said. “He’s a college
professor and a medical doctor. He’s also a
clinical psychologist as well as a biochemical
engineer.”
“That’s quite impressive,” mused the
lieutenant. “A double doctor, uh huh, uh huh.
Well, that’s just peachy-keen. How many
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more fuddlebrained doctors do you have
working here?”
“Your attitude is not very helpful,
Lieutenant,” Dr. Lowsey snapped at him.
“Yeah. I’ve got an attitude problem all
right. But on the other hand I’m not the one
who recently released a criminally insane and
potentially dangerous asylum patient into the
world, now am I?” Without acknowledging
any possible response from Lowsey, the
Lieutenant continued. “Now, the most
important thing is to get this Doctor Adam
Truman back to his comfy home here. So, do
any of y’all know about any of his relatives or
friends? And you,” nodding at Sgt. Arnold,
“tell me if you find anything helpful in those
papers.”
At first, no one wanted to speak up.
Finally, Dr. Maitland cleared his throat. “As I
recall,” Maitland said, “Adam has a foster
mother who lived in Cable, Oklahoma.” As he
talked, Sgt. Arnold was flipping through
paperwork, sometimes nodding as he verified
what Maitland was telling the group. “To my
knowledge, she has never contacted him.
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There are no other family members that we
ever heard about. He does correspond with
research scientists all over the world. And he
used to teach at Kenyon University.”
Lt. Brell was studying Dr. Maitland.
“You seem to know a lot about this Truman
character.”
“Yes.”
“Why is that?”
“I talked with him quite often.”
“You talked with him quite often, you
say.”
“I did, yes.”
“And just why was that?”
“He was the most intelligent person in
the vicinity.”
Lt. Brell paused to glance at some of the
Creedmoor staff. “I hear that,” he said quietly.
“You want to tell me if he had any visitors?”
“Not recently. At the start, there were a
lot of reporters trying to see him, but when he
was misquoted a few too many times he gave
up on them as a bad lot.”
“I hear that, too. So, someone said he
was working in the lab here, is that right?”
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“Yes.”
“Why?”
“Yes, Dr. Maitland,” said Dr. Lowsey,
“why was he working in the lab?”
“He’s a Ph.D. in chemistry, after all, and
for budgetary reasons we had him make some
of the drugs we use here.”
“What?!”
“Vitamins, dietary supplements, that sort
of thing.”
“To allow a patient into a lab...”
“Yes, it seems unusual, but you see,
speaking from a technical standpoint, Adam
isn’t insane. His mind is altered.”
“This is absurd!” Dr. Lowsey spat out.
“Uh huh,” Lt. Brell said. “Okay then,
Sgt. Arnold...”
“Sir?”
“Get some of Dr. Adam Truman’s
photos to the watch commanders, the FBI,
and the Kenyon University folks. And send
somebody to stake out the foster mom.”
“Got it. I mean, understood, sir.”
“Now Dr. Maitland, would you mind
coming along with me for a couple minutes? I
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have a powerful urge to hear you talk a bit
more about your good pal, this multicredentialed Dr. Truman.” The lieutenant
turned to the others and raised his voice a
little, “The rest of you just sit tight. Some
other officers will be along to take your
statements presently.” Turning back to
Maitland, the lieutenant said, “Shall we go
have a chat?”
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P

olice Lieutenant Brell sat with Dr.
Maitland in a semi-darkened office in
the administrative wing of Creedmoor
Asylum. Both were intently watching an
annoyingly bright high-definition screen that
was displaying a video of an old news
program. Maitland fast-forwarded through a
set of commercials and then punched the Play
button.
A title filled the screen: “The Martin
Report—Peter Martin, Chief Correspondent.”
The image dissolved to a graphic of a
Rorschach Test and another title was
superimposed: “A Lie of the Mind—The
Strange Saga of Dr. Adam Truman.”
There were quick clips of people saying
“True,” “Truth,” “Fact,” “That’s the truth,”
“You can believe it,” “True that,” “Correct,”
“Right,” Spot-on,” and so forth. From the
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Bureau of Clichés came a clip of a 9-year old
school kid dressed as George Washington
saying, “I cannot tell a lie, I chopped down
the cherry tree.” Next came black-and-white
footage from an early sound movie in which
someone like Dick Powell told someone like
Ruby Keeler, “Of course I love you.”
There was a montage set to The
Knickerbockers’ “Lies” featuring historical
footage of political speeches. Old fogeys in
grainy black-and-white footage gestured
dramatically from podiums and the backs of
trains. Finally, a hand was placed on a Bible
and the image froze. With a dramatic burst of
music, the image changed to the program’s
host, Peter Martin.
“What is the truth?” Martin intoned in a
sonorous voice that contained just a touch of a
(fake) British accent. “In many instances, we
never get to know the answer. But in the case
of one controversial professor at Kenyon
University, the truth may actually turn out to
be a constant factor. Good evening, I’m Peter
Martin and on tonight’s ‘Martin Report’ we
bring you the astonishing story of Dr. Adam
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Truman. You may have heard or read about
some portions of the contentious press
conference held last week involving Truman
and at least one thoroughly befuddled
journalist. Now, for the first time on network
television, we bring you some of that footage
in a Martin Report exclusive.”
A younger-looking Adam Truman
appeared behind a phalanx of microphones as
questions were shouted at him from around
the crowded room.
“Tell us about the new drug!”
“Is this a hoax?”
“What is this so-called breakthrough?”
“Explain your discovery, doc!”
Adam was understandably annoyed at
the scrum of reporters but he was outwardly
calm. “Ladies and gentlemen of the fourth
estate, let me provide you with some basic
information, if you please.” The room got
somewhat quieter so Adam continued. “What
we’re talking about is a harmless oral vaccine.
By utilizing it, the world can be rid of
prevarication, discerption, falsehoods, and
lies.”
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Lieutenant Brell swiveled his head to
look at Dr. Maitland. “Is this on the level?”
“Absolutely. I think that’s what makes it
so very frightening to a lot of people.”
They turned back to the program.
“Tell us, Dr. Truman, are we talking
about a truth serum?” one of the reporters
asked in the recording.
“No,” the young Adam said evenly. “A
serum is derived from animal blood. This is
from a vegetable substance combined with
synthetic chemical derivatives. This is more
of a synapse guide, or antibody.”
“But it’s a truth drug?”
“Correct.”
“How does it work?”
“It suppresses the brain’s ability to
falsify empirical data.”
“How do you know it works?”
“People who take it no longer tell lies,”
Adam said simply.
“What’s your proof?”
“Come up here.”
“What?”
“I said, come up here.”
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“No, I don’t think so.”
“I need you to be a subject of an
experiment,” Adam said evenly.
“Well, I don’t know about that...”
“Think of this step as part of your
investigative reporting,” Adam said.
The reporter didn’t budge at first,
drawing laughter from the others. “What’s
wrong, Charlie?” one man shouted.
“Let’s encourage him, folks,” Adam said
into the mic and the other reporters gladly
applauded. “Time for you to earn that
Pulitzer,” Adam told the reporter. “Get up
here and try it.”
Tentatively, the reporter walked up to the
podium.
“Thanks for ‘volunteering’,” Adam said
to him. “You’re Charles Jacobs from the
Times, right?”
“Yeah, uh, yeah, I’m Charlie Jacobs,”
the reporter said nervously, more accustomed
to being the interviewer rather than the
interviewee.
“Make him tell you the truth, Charlie!”
shouted one reporter.
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“Don’t swallow any lies!” yelled
another.
“I’m not taking anything,” he said to the
crowd. He turned to face Adam and shook
hands. “I’m not taking anything,” he said
again.
“I understand,” Adam said. “Well, it’s
your decision.” Adam opened a small flask
and poured what looked like water into two
whiskey glasses. Adam lifted one to his lips
and downed the shot. He offered the other
glass to the reporter. The room had become
quite still and very tense. Adam smiled kindly
at the reporter and nodded at the glass.
Charlie glanced around the room.
“Are you nervous?” Adam asked.
“No,” he said, obviously nervous. “Yes,”
he admitted sheepishly and this elicited some
sympathetic laughter from his peers.
“That’s understandable,” Adam told him.
“But the significant thing is that you’re not
scared. That’s quite something.”
Adam stared at the reporter with the
confidence of a poker player holding a royal
flush and willed the man to take a sip. Slowly,
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as if in a hypnotic trance, Charlie brought the
glass to his lips, hesitated, and then took a
swallow. Adam smiled his encouragement. In
a few seconds, the man’s facial muscles
relaxed and all the tension seemed to exit his
body.
“Oh,” Charlie said, “wow.” The crowd
laughed a little but then held its breath
waiting to see what might happen next.
“Congratulations,” Adam said, shaking
his hand again. “You have just ingested one
dose of Tribellantoprozole.”
“Okaaaaaay,” Charlie said. There was
another ripple of laughter from the crowd, but
again it was cut short so they could catch
what might happen next.
“You inquired about proof,” Adam said.
“So let me ask you this in front of all your
fellow journalists. Even though you’re now an
adult, do you still masturbate?”
“Yes,” Charlie said.
The reporter had answered without a
second of hesitation and with no trepidation
whatsoever, causing the crowd to buzz in
amazement.
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The image froze and Peter Martin
appeared on the screen once again. “Other
scientists and professors at Kenyon University
are continuing to maintain a somewhat
stunned silence but the community itself is in
an uproar. And now the consternation and
controversy are spreading.”
Another montage filled the screen, this
time accompanied by the Castaways’ “Liar,
Liar.” Newspaper headlines spun into view:
“Telling It Like It Is,” “Count How Many
Lies You Told Today,” “Politicians and Car
Salesmen Beware,” “Epidemic Of Truth
Feared,” and “Truth Will Out!”
Dr. Maitland paused the recording,
sighed, and turned to regard Lt. Brell. “There
you have it.”
“Christ,” Lt. Brell said.
“Yes indeed,” Dr. Maitland replied.
“So this drug of his actually works?”
“Oh it works all right.”
“How powerful is this stuff?”
“A few drops should last weeks. Take
enough and Adam claimed it might keep
working for years.”
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“Do you believe him?” Lt. Brell asked.
Maitland shrugged and said, “Well, he
never lies.”
They both shifted uncomfortably in their
chairs.
Lt. Brell muttered, “The truth, the whole
truth...”
“And nothing but,” Maitland added.
Brell cleared his throat noisily. Maitland
rose and moved to a sideboard where a
coffeemaker stood. “Coffee, Lieutenant?”
“No thanks. I’m wide awake.”
“I can understand that,” Maitland said.
He poured himself a cup, took a sip, and just
stared into space for a moment.
“Doctor,” Brell said, “not that it matters,
but how did Truman end up here? I mean,
how did he get caught the first time?”
“He didn’t make much of an attempt to
hide. He just began administering the drug to
everyone he knew and when the authorities
came for him he surrendered peaceably.”
“Did he know anyone in politics?”
“Several people.”
“Hmm,” Brell said. “Dangerous man.”
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“That’s one of the words they used at
Adam’s competency hearing.”
Lt. Brell stood up. “Well, thanks for the
information, Dr. Maitland. Not that I’m happy
about it.”
“You’re very welcome, Lieutenant. Glad
to help. You know, if it wasn’t for the side
effects, Adam’s drug might be a good thing.”
“Side effects?”
“Some people find it impossible to live
with themselves if they always have to face
the truth. Many everyday actions apparently
rely on a degree of delusion. Several people
who received the drug became catatonic. One
person drove off a cliff. Another threw
himself through a plate glass window.”
“Hmm,” Brell said. “All the little
falsehoods...” he muttered to himself. He
shook his head and turned to Maitland. “One
more thing: Do you know if he has the ability
to manufacture it in large quantities?”
“We’re not sure about that. He always
claimed he could.”
“What were his plans for the drug?”
“Well,” Maitland began, but fell silent.
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“What were his plans, doctor?”
Maitland sighed before replying. “Adam
said he wanted to put it into the water supply
of a few cities.”
“Holy mother of god. What cities?”
“Pretty much what you’d expect:
Washington, New York, London, Tokyo,
Moscow, Los Angeles, Berlin, Paris, San
Francisco, Hong Kong, Beijing...”
“Holy mother of god.”
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iane Weldon drove into the parking
area of Michele’s Trattoria Amici.
She expertly wheeled into a tight
space, which resulted in her and Adam having
to carefully slide out of the vehicle. As she
and Adam approached the rear of the car, both
of them tentatively stretched. Catching sight
of each other, they laughed and went into
more exaggerated stretching positions, letting
out “aaaaah” sounds and then laughing once
again.
“Whoa, I needed that,” she said.
“Feels good,” Adam agreed. “Funny, but
we’re going from sitting in the car to sitting in
the restaurant.”
“Can’t be helped,” she said. “No way
I’m going to jog and eat at the same time.”
Adam nodded and held the restaurant
door for her.
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“Thank you. A gentlemanly touch.”
“Perhaps. But holding a door for a lady
gives the man an excuse to look at the woman
longer than might otherwise be acceptable.”
“Ah, method to the madness.”
“Exactly.”
Once settled in a booth, they chatted
while lingering through the meal. “I have to
say,” Adam told her, “there is an aura of
splendor that just dances around you.”
“Oh!” she said, nearly choking on a bite.
“No, I mean it,” Adam continued. “You
are extraordinarily beautiful.” He said it
cheerfully but straightforwardly. To Adam it
was simply a statement of fact.
“Well,” she replied, “thank you.”
“No, thank you,” he said simply.
“You know,” she began and then halted.
“Yes?” he said.
“I can’t help wondering if this is some
sort of come on or a pass.”
“Not at all,” he said without a trace of
agenda. “Just an observation. I often speak
what I think. People don’t always say thanks
for it, but hey—what are ya gonna do?” His
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sudden use of a New Jersey accent was
striking and incongruous. Diane laughed in
spite of herself.
“That’s not bad,” she said. “Do you do
any other voices?”
“Well,” he said, “I do an amazing
Beyoncé but I have to be drunk to pull it off.”
“Oh I hope I get to hear that!”
“Takes about three-quarters of a bottle of
wine.”
“No problem,” she said. “Red or white?”
“Yes,” he replied.
“Yes?” she asked.
“Yes, red or white will do nicely, thank
you.” They both smiled. “But you know,” he
continued, “I can’t help wondering if this is
some sort of come on or a pass.”
“Touché,” she said with an enigmatic
grin.
“In general,” he said, “I would imagine
that you have some difficulties with the whole
dating experience.”
She was a bit taken aback. “Why do you
say that?”
“Is it true?”
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“Well, I go out,” she said.
“A lot of first dates only, though, am I
right?”
“Well,” she blushed. “Yes.”
“Yes,” he said, nodding. “Beautiful
women who are smart have that problem.”
She weighed those words in her mind for
a moment. “Thanks, I think.”
“You’re welcome,” he said. “It was two
compliments in one. Two observations in
one.”
“So,” she said, “do you think I’d have
more success with dating if I acted like a
bimbo? Or at least didn’t make too many
comments?”
“Depends on how you define ‘success.’
You’d have more second and third dates but it
wouldn’t make you any happier.”
“No?”
“No, because dates who want you to
keep quiet are guys who have the brainpower
of a radish.”
She cracked up. “That is so true!” She
looked at Adam reflectively. “You’re more
fun than other doctors I know.”
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“Thank you,” he said. “You’re not at all
afraid to be with me, are you?” It was more a
statement than a question.
“What do you mean?”
“I mean, considering I’m now an escapee
from the asylum.”
“Oh,” she replied with a demure chuckle
in her throat, “I’m terrified.”
“Hmm,” he said. “Tell me, do you want
to know why I ended up in Creedmoor?”
“Oh absolutely.” She still thought that
they were playing a little game.
“I used to be a research scientist based at
Kenyon University.”
“Wait, is that true or part of a ‘story’
you’re telling?”
“Both. I had developed a new
pharmaceutical that I thought had a lot of
potential. There was this guy—a man with a
name right out of nineteenth century
literature, Samuel Ordwell Loche—who was
in charge of the university applications for
federal grant money. Sam didn’t get my
application in properly and another scientist
got the grant instead.”
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“Is that when you transferred to
Creedmoor?”
“Not right away. But that happened not
long afterwards. First, I went ahead and began
testing the drug on my own. I guess my
experiments bothered the wrong people
because I was arrested, held without bail, and
judged to be dangerous to society.”
“I see,” she said, still thinking this was a
tall tale. “And are you dangerous?”
“Yes,” he said. “Very. And remember, I
don’t lie.”
“Is that so? Then tell me, dangerous
Adam Truman, what are doing next week?”
“Why?”
“Oh,” she said, “I might just be passing
through the area.”
“Would you like to go out with me?” he
said.
“Thought you’d never ask.”
“That’s great,” he said. “How is it you’ll
be ‘passing through’ this neck of the
backwoods?”
“I go all over the state. I supervise the
effects of rulings of the legislature and
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attempt to evaluate the efficiency and morale
of the staffs at all psych hospitals, and I’m
sorry, that sounded like a by rote recitation.”
“Kind of, yeah,” he said with a smile.
“But, I’m going to be doing a bit of traveling
myself. Let’s trade schedules and we’ll
arrange to meet. I will be honored to take you
to dinner.”
Diane smiled at his formal way of
phrasing the invitation. “That’s great,” she
told him, doing her best to pronounce the
phrase the same way he did.
“That’s very good,” he told her. “Get
your voice down an octave and you can be me
on phoners.”
“Phoners. What’s that?” she asked.
“When the media records an interview
by phone.”
“Ah,” she said. “Do you do phoners a
lot?”
“No, but I expect that to change soon.”
“So,” she said, “what are you going to be
doing on your travels?”
“Oh,” he said nonchalantly, “I’m going
to be doing what I first set out to do: changing
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the world.” He smiled contentedly. She
smiled back without a clue as to his purpose.
After lunch, Adam and Diane walked to
the cashier. While Adam paid, Diane excused
herself and headed toward the restroom.
Adam quickly gathered his change and
slipped out the back door of the diner.
Behind the building, Adam stepped up to
a row of bushes alongside the restaurant. He
pulled out a folding knife and a vial that was
half-full of white powder. He expertly slit the
stem of one of the larger bushes and gathered
drops of sap in the container. He capped the
vial and re-entered the restaurant.
Moments later, Adam and Diane were
zooming down the highway as a raga poured
from the car’s sound system.

D

iane slowly pulled the vehicle to the
curb in a busy part of a pleasant suburb.
With a smile, Adam emerged from the
passenger seat and closed the door. Diane
leaned out of the driver’s side window and
called to him, “Adam, are you sure I can’t
drop you somewhere closer to home?”
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“No, this is perfect,” he called back to
her. “I’ve got errands to run. I’ll text you.”
The blare of an automobile horn startled
them. A police cruiser had pulled up right
behind Adam. The officer pointed at a No
Parking sign a few yards up from where
Diane was parked.
“Oops,” Diane said.
“No wonder we found a spot so easily,”
Adam called out. To the officer he added,
“Sorry. Moving on now.”
“Talk soon!” shouted Diane. Adam
waved as she pulled out into traffic. He
shrugged apologetically to the officer and
headed East on the sidewalk.
The police vehicle made a U-turn and
moved down the street in the opposite
direction. Adam watched the car’s reflection
grow smaller in the shop windows. “‘Byebye,” he muttered to himself. “Soon, your
entire job will be altered forever.”
“What’s that you say, mister?”
The nearness of the passerby surprised
Adam. “Oh, sorry,” Adam said. “It’s nothing,
really. Just talking to myself.”
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“No sweat. Do that myself sometimes.”
“Always get better answers that way,”
Adam noted.
“You said it.”
“Truthful answers,” Adam added as the
man continued on his way.
“Sometimes,” the man replied, over his
shoulder.
Adam smiled and watched the man’s
figure move down the sidewalk. “In a little
while,” Adam thought to himself, “it won’t be
‘sometimes,’ it will be always.”
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dam Truman avoided the car rental
agencies, the train depot, and the
airport. He figured there were only
two choices: steal a car or take a chance on
riding the bus. Adam stepped up to the
counter in the bus station, smiled at the clerk
and said, “A single to Laurence, one-way.”
“Okie-doke,” the clerk said and pointed
to the fare on a posted sheet of paper.
Adam smiled and repeated the phrase,
“Okie-doke,” and handed over the exact
change.
Smiling back, the clerk deposited the
money in the cash drawer, punched some
buttons on a terminal, and waited while there
was a whirring sound before a ticket appeared
in a metal slot. “Here ya go,” the clerk told
Adam. “You got about an hour ‘til she
comes.”
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“Thanks a bunch,” Adam said and
smiled as the clerk gave him a casual salute.
Adam pocketed the ticket and strolled away
from the counter.
Just one block up the street, Adam
entered an establishment called Val-U-Rite
Hardware & Nursery Supplies. He purchased
a pair of rubber-coated pliers and a box of
wooden matches.
A few shops further North along the
thoroughfare, Adam entered the Shop-Rite
Pharmacy and purchased an eyedropper.
After entering the Souper Duper Diner,
Adam signaled to an employee that he would
be right back and headed to the restroom. He
entered a stall, latched the door shut, and
removed the vial of sap-and-powder from his
pocket. He grabbed the vial with the pliers
while slowly moving the end of the vial in
and out of a match flame. The liquid turned
brown and Adam used the eyedropper to
place a few drops into a yellow capsule. Then
another capsule, and another, and another.
On his way back to the bus station,
Adam entered Eden Memorial & Mortuary
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Services. He found the coffee maker and
dropped a capsule into the pot. He took out
his phone, checked the texts, smiled at the
employees and indicated he needed to make a
call. He headed back out the door.
Inside the funeral parlor, two employees
were reacting to the drug now coursing
through the bloodstream and interacting with
the brain. Manny was staring around the room
with a look of slowly-growing fear. George
was speaking calmly to a bereaved family:
“We’re told to encourage folks to
purchase the finest oak casket lined in
genuine velvet,” George said. “Yeah, there’s a
script we’re supposed to follow. It kinda goes
like this: ‘You owe it to his loving memory.’
Lines like that. But you really shouldn’t be
spending your family money on oak and
velvet or any of the plushy furnishings.”
Manny was sweating and breathing
heavily, his eyes darting around the room in
terror.
“You know something,” George said as
he continued chatting with the bereaved
family, “the dignity of a funeral is special, but
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it exists in the way you all remember a
beloved friend or relative, not in the trappings
of the casket or the drapes or the—”
“It’s all fucked!” Manny shouted, sweat
breaking out on his forehead.
George calmly turned to look at his
coworker. “What’s all fucked, Manny?”
George inquired amiably.
“It’s horrible, horrible!” Manny insisted.
“There are decomposing bodies everywhere!
And the embalmers are always shooting up
the formaldehyde! It’s a—it’s a—it’s a
fucking freak show!”
Manny was breathing heavily and took
one very deep breath before letting out a
scream that seemed to contain an octave’s
worth of notes all at once. Holding his head in
both hands, Manny lurched his way to the
door, bounced off it a couple of times before
finding the handle, and then ran screaming
into the street.
The family was astonished but George
remained serene.
“Don’t you worry, folks,” George
assured the family. “The bodies are all in the
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ground and I am pretty sure that Jimmy Joe
and Ralphie aren’t shooting up the
formaldehyde. Okay, sure, they may swig it
or snort it occasionally but they never
mainline it, so no worries, I say. All righty
then, where were we? Oh yeah, the casket.
Let me show you some perfectly nice
economical choices.”
Adam was by this time back at the bus
terminal where he stepped up into the
passenger motor coach and made his way
down the aisle. The majority of riders were in
a tour group and two ladies were in charge of
a large container of some sort of liquid
refreshment.
“Let me know if you’d like any help
lifting that cooler,” Adam said with a grin.
“Or I can hold it while you’re serving drinks
for folks,” Adam added.
“Why, how nice of you,” one of the
ladies said to him.
“It will be my pleasure,” he replied,
taking a seat right behind them.
“Do you like homemade lemonade?” the
other lady asked.
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“Love it.”
“You’ll have to try some of ours. It’s a
special secret recipe.”
“That’s the very best kind of recipe,”
Adam responded, this time with a
conspiratorial grin.
They struck up a conversation about
lemonade, cooking, the weather, bus travel,
and horoscopes. When he was able to do so,
Adam slipped several capsules into the cooler.
With a friendly smile, he helped dispense
servings of the tart-but-sweet concoction to
passengers on the bus.
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 18 

W

ith a hissing of air brakes and a
revving of its diesel engine, the
bus pulled into the terminal and
inched up to the unloading area. The
passengers were happily watching the slow
progress of the vehicle without displaying the
customary eagerness to depart. Adam Truman
nodded agreeably to the people near him, rose
from his seat and headed up the aisle.
As Adam passed the bus driver, he
smiled his thanks and then stepped out of the
motor coach. No one followed him. The
driver was puzzled and spoke into the
intercom: “All out for Laurence.” He peered
at the passengers. “Hey, what’s the matter
with y’all?”
Some of the coach riders were peacefully
content while others were staring into space
as if intoxicated. A few appeared stunned or
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frightened. No one was making a move to exit
the bus.
The ladies with the lemonade were
snuggled up against each other, grinning and
sharing their thoughts.
“Evelyn dear, I have a confession to
make.”
“Me, too, Fran.”
“I had an affair with Eldon.”
“My Eldon?”
“Yes.”
“Oh...!”
“When he was still alive, of course.”
“Well, that’s all right then.”
“Oh I’m so happy you’re not upset with
me!”
“How could I be—I had an affair with
your Jesse.”
“You did? Oh. That explains a lot.”
“It was the summer of ‘78.”
“Yes! That’s exactly when it happened
for me, too.”
They both thought about things for a
moment and then Evelyn said, “You know,
it’s kind of interesting.”
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“What is?”
“That they both were ever so much nicer
to us afterwards.”
“Yes.”
“Guilt, I suppose.”
“Maybe. But I think they found out how
right we were for them in the first place.”
“Yes! Yes, that’s probably it.” They
smiled and cuddled closer. “We were right for
them, weren’t we.” It wasn’t a question.
“Yes. Yes we were,” she said and they
hugged.
In the town, Adam entered a bank,
walked to the far counter and signed in to
access the safe deposit box he had opened
years before. He glanced around the branch
and spotted two coffee machines, one for
customers, another for staff. He fingered the
capsules in his jacket pocket.
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 19 

U

nder the graceless stewardship of Dr.
Judith Lowsey, there was turmoil
and confusion within the walls of
Creedmoor Asylum. Some areas of the
institution sporadically erupted in revolt while
others often achieved an eerie calm, the latter
resulting from an overly aggressive utilization
of pharmacologic supplies from the on-site
dispensary.
On the exercise yard, several patients
were listlessly standing around, some singly
and others in groups of twos and threes. One
was half-heartedly shooting hoops by himself.
Inside the cafeteria utilized by the
ambulatory patients, some were eating slowly,
methodically, zoned out. Others were overly
excited as they played a semi-organized game
of half-dodgeball/half-lacrosse using waddedup paper towels and plastic sporks.
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Inside one of the private cells, Nurse
Carolyn Hobson was trying to convince a
recalcitrant patient to take some nourishment.
She spoke in a soothing tone while explaining
that the food was prepared in the same
kitchen where staff members got their
lunches. She offered to take a bite herself.
Dr. Lowsey marched down the corridor
and noticed the lights above the cell door
indicating that a staff member was inside with
a patient. She looked in the small viewing
port built into the door and saw Carolyn
speaking with the patient.
Her face registering distaste, Dr. Lowsey
opened the cell door, snapped her fingers at
Nurse Carolyn and said, “Stop wasting time
with that. If he doesn’t eat, we’ll use an I.V.
on him. Now get back to work.” She turned
and exited the room.
Carolyn was furious but controlled
herself while apologizing to the patient. She
mustered a smile and excused herself before
leaving the cell.
Seconds later, Carolyn caught up to the
asylum director in the hallway. “Dr. Lowsey,”
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she said, putting a firm hand on the woman’s
arm. “Do not ever speak like that in front of a
patient.”
“I beg your pardon,” was the disdainful
reply.
“If you want to micromanage something,
go to the accounting office.”
“How dare you speak to me like that?! I
will not tolerate—”
“Listen to me very carefully, Lowsey,”
Carolyn said with low volume but surprising
intensity. “There are a lot of us here who are
trying to do their jobs in spite of you fucking
things up all the time.”
“Don’t you ever talk to me like—”
“We all want you to know something,
and it’s something that will affect your very
existence.” That got Lowsey’s attention.
Carolyn continued but this time with quiet
intensity. “If you keep interfering with us as
we work with our patients, we will see to it
that your food and water are full of so much
Chlorpromazine that even your bowel
movements will be in slow motion.”
“How dare you! I will have you fired!”
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“You can try,” Carolyn snapped back. “I
don’t know if you’d succeed, but even if you
did, we both know I can make more money in
the private sector even if I don’t win the
wrongful termination lawsuit that I would
gladly bring down on you and the asylum.”
Carolyn turned and strode down the
hallway, leaving Lowsey stammering in
confusion.
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 20 

A

fter taking his safe deposit box into
one of the private rooms in the rear
of the bank branch, Adam placed his
research notes in the metal container and
quickly reviewed his savings passbooks,
checkbooks, and travelers’ checks. According
to the dates on some of them, he had been
planning this for some time. Adam took the
paperwork he needed, closed the box, put it
under one arm and headed back to the main
business area of the branch.
While his deposit box was being signed
back in, Adam deftly dropped one of his
capsules into the employee coffee machine.
Once he re-entered the customer area of the
bank, he did the same to the public coffee
dispenser and then decided to pretend to fill
out a credit card application so he could
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observe the effects of his formula. He
hunched over a table in the lobby and got to
work using one of the ball-point pens on the
end of a chain.
“Everything going along all right for
you, sir?” asked a bank employee who
appeared by his side.
“Just fine, so far,” Adam said pleasantly.
“Once I finish filling out the application, do I
return it to you?”
“You can do that. Or you can just fold it
up and drop it in the deposit slot. Or hand it to
any teller. Or even take it with you and drop it
in the mail. Whatever you do, be sure to sign
the form at the bottom of the back. A lot of
people forget that.”
“Will do, thanks.”
With a smile, the bank employee moved
on to serve other customers. Adam continued
working on the form, but couldn’t help
glancing at the two coffee machines, noting
how many people were helping themselves to
his concoction.
It all happened rather quickly.
“Money is evil!”
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“Kill the bankers!”
“Burn the money!”
“Eat the rich!”
“A barter economy is coming!”
“Financial markets are an extension of
the failings of democracy!”
“Put your money in your mattress!”
“All banks are the devil!”
The shouts were coming from customers
as well as bank personnel, causing no end of
consternation from those who had not had any
of Adam’s True-Brew, as he was thinking of
calling it. Bank officers and the security guard
were trying to calm those who were shouting
while everyone else exchanged puzzled
comments.
“What in heaven’s name is going on?”
“Is there a run on the bank?”
“They’ve gone nuts!”
The branch had descended into total
chaos. Adam frowned as he walked out of the
building.
Adam marched through town. He passed
a sign pointing the way to the campus of
Kenyon University. Beside the roadway by
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the sign were workers using a crane to erect a
billboard reading “Grandon for Senate—the
Right way.”
Approaching the campus from the top of
a gentle hillside, Adam cast his gaze at his
former place of employment. The silhouette
of the location had changed. He was very
interested in the building that had narrow slits
instead of windows.
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 21 

A

dam Truman walked across the
parking lot in front of Kenyon
University’s newest building. The
structure was imposing. Made of composite
material manufactured to resemble sandstone,
the multi-story edifice was set back from a
ten-foot-high chain-link fence covered with
artificial ivy. Peeking out from the carefully
arranged fake foliage every fifty feet were
red, white, yellow, and black signs reading
“Electrified Fence.” Bolted on the front of the
building were burnished copper letters
reading, “Institute for Biochemical Research.”
At the midpoint in the surrounding fence
was a security booth. As Adam approached, a
uniformed guard emerged. Adam noted the
butt of a Heckler & Koch 9mm HK45
Tactical pistol in a holster on the leather belt
around the daunting girth of the officer.
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“Can I help you?”
“Yes, you may, Officer...” Adam looked
to find the man’s name but he wore no I.D.
badge. The scowling man remained silent.
“All right, we’ll play it your way,” Adam
said. “I’m trying to find Sam Loche. Samuel
O. Loche. He works here at the Institute.”
“Do you have an appointment?”
“No I do not. Is that necessary?”
“Yes.”
“I see. Well, I’ll phone and make one.
May I leave him a message?”
“Mr. Loche has an office on the regular
part of the campus. I suggest you leave word
for him there.” The man emphasized
“regular” and pronounced it “reg’lar.”
“I see,” Adam replied. “Yes, I’ll do that.
Thank you.”
Adam turned and walked toward the
main part of the campus. Glancing back,
Adam noted that the guard did not move from
his position in front of the booth. He stood
there, one hand on the butt of his weapon,
glaring at Adam until he had fully crossed the
parking lot.
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Reaching the edge of the lot, Adam
turned and cheerily waved at the guard. There
was no discernible reaction from the guard.
Adam sighed, turned back and stepped from
the asphalt of the parking lot to the grounds of
the university. “That must be the irregular
part of the campus,” Adam thought to
himself.
He leisurely made his way to the
University’s Administration building and then
to the office of Samuel Ordwell Loche, as it
proclaimed on a shiny metal nameplate
outside the door.
Adam had to get Loche’s secretary
running some errands if he wanted to enter
the office and he accomplished this the oldfashioned way: he set off a fire alarm from
another floor and calmly moved through the
annoyed and nettled people who were exiting
their offices and leaving their desks.
“Exit quickly but don’t run,” Adam said
authoritatively. “Probably just a false alarm
but let’s look sharp in case it’s a test,” he said
with an encouraging smile. Soon, he had the
floor to himself.
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Adam entered the office of his old
acquaintance. On the walls were plaques and
citations, as well as photos of Loche posing
awkwardly with government and military
officials. Loche’s oak desk was large, almost
too large for the office but it seemed to fit
because there were no visitor’s chairs in front
of it.
“Neat freak,” Adam said quietly as he
surveyed the meticulous office.
On the corner of the desk sat two
decanters and a glass. Adam lifted each carafe
and checked the contents. Water, and
bourbon. Perfect, he thought, and dropped a
capsule inside of each. Adam read the
notations on Loche’s desk calendar and then
compared his watch with the ornate clock on
the wall. With a final glance around the
office, Adam left to look for coffee machines
throughout the building. He hummed little
snippets of old tunes while greatly
anticipating seeing Mr. Loche once again.
Standing on the manicured lawn outside
the hive of offices, Loche was anxiously
waiting for the “all clear” to re-enter the
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building. Being nervous was normal for him.
He proceeded through life in a perpetual state
of apprehension. Like anyone who had
obtained his position fraudulently, there was a
slightly haunted feeling enveloping his every
waking moment and many of his dreams.
Who might ask embarrassing questions? What
new lie will need to be told today? What
additional lies will have to be told to cover the
tracks of deceit and slander from previous
lies? Who might find out about the dank, dark
secrets of his sordid past?
So when Loche returned to his office, he
felt he needed to pour himself a drink.
Sipping it quietly, Loche became aware that
something was odd in the room. He looked up
to discover the escaped mental patient Dr.
Adam Truman standing in the doorway with a
smile on his face.
“Hi Sam,” Adam said.
Loche nearly dropped the bourbon-andwater he had so carefully poured for himself.
“My god, how— where—?”
“Nice to see you again, too,” Adam told
him pleasantly.
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“You were locked up,” Loche stated.
“Yes, that’s correct, Sam,” Adam said
conversationally.
“But—”
“Let’s have a little chat now, Sam.”
Adam closed the office door.
“Hey, hey, I don’t know about—”
“How many sips of that drink have you
had so far?” Adam asked him.
“What?”
“Your midday snort,” Adam said,
pointing at the glass in Loche’s hand. “Looks
from here as if you’ve had a couple sips at
least.”
Loche looked nervously from Adam to
his drink and back again. “Why? What are
you saying?”
“You know, Sam, that new biochem lab
building is very impressive.” Adam moved to
the office window to gaze across the grounds
to the well-guarded Institute for Biochemical
Research. “Bet it cost a lot.”
“Yes,” Loche said. “But it makes a lot of
money for the university.” Loche had a
second of panic but then became eerily calm.
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“I’ll bet it turns a healthy profit,” Adam
said admiringly.
“How did—”
“What is it that you do here, Sam?”
“What?”
“I’m asking you what it is that you do,
exactly, in your brand spanking new Institute
for Biochemical Research?”
“I am the head administrator of the
programs and procedures that the—”
“Yes, I understand all that,” Adam
interrupted, “but what does the lab do?”
“Makes chemical weaponry for the U.S.
Defense Department. Makes a lot of money
for the university.”
“You said that. You know, I’d be very
interested in having a tour of the facility.”
“Dick said we had to get you out of
here.”
“Dick?”
“Richard Anderson. You remember,
Chancellor Anderson. Well, ex-chancellor.
Now he’s in Dallas.” Loche furrowed his
brow and added, “Why am I telling you this?”
“Because of my baby.”
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“Your baby? What do—?” Loche
stopped as he noticed the capsules Adam held
out in the palm of his hand. “Oh my god, did
you, did you...?”
“Did I follow through on that formula of
mine?” Adam said, helpfully. “Yes,” he said,
returning the capsules to his pocket. “Yes, I
did. It’s all quite exciting. But the reactions
people have are so varied.” He shook his
head. “Extraordinary,” Adam said to himself.
“Jesus, you can’t—!”
“Sam, I need to know something.”
But Loche wasn’t listening. His body
was shaking in fear. Adam quickly stepped
over to comfort the man. “Take it easy, it’s all
right, it’s all right....”
Loche let out a cry of anguish. Adam
smiled gently at him. Suddenly, the emotions
of their prior friendship bubbled to the
surface. They hugged.
“I didn’t want to do it,” Loche said, near
tears.
“I know,” Adam told him.
“I just went along with Dick and the
others.”
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“I understand,” Adam said. “It’s going to
be okay.”
“It’s just that—” Loche stopped and
clenched his jaw in frustration.
“What?” Adam asked. “Tell me, Sam.
You can say it.”
“I— I couldn’t resist. I couldn’t resist the
money.”
“Money can be difficult to turn down,”
Adam said calmly.
Loche began quietly sobbing. “I’m
sorry!” he managed to blurt out.
“That’s fine,” Adam said. “Sam, I need
to speak with Dick. Where in Dallas is he?”
“State government office building, the
Markness Center.”
“Great. Thanks.”
“You can’t miss him,” Loche said. “He’s
gained a lot of weight.” Loche let out another
sob.
Adam patted Loche on the shoulder.
“Just take it slow and easy and you’ll be all
right.” Adam walked to the office door,
opened it and stepped through. He stopped
and turned to Loche. “By the way, one of the
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variables with my vaccine is how individuals
metabolize the dose when it’s combined with
alcohol. Sam, I should point out that you
might soon be experiencing the occasional
psychotomimetic manifestation. I’m told they
can be quite colorful.” Adam regarded Loche
with the kind of impassive stare a researcher
uses when confronting a virus under a
microscope. “Well, take care, Sam.”

A

dam had been out of the building only a
quarter of an hour when the screaming
started. Careening off his office furniture,
Loche ran from his office. Out of the
administration building. Across the grounds.
Heading for the Institute for Biochemical
Research. But he was not approaching the
guard gate. Samuel Ordwell Loche, under the
twin directives of Adam’s True-Brew vaccine
and alcohol, was running straight at the fake
ivy that partially obscured the electrified
fence.
“Get them all away from me!” Loche
shouted just prior to his body slamming
against the barrier. There was a raspy buzzing
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sound accompanied by a bright flash of light
and Loche’s body was thrown ten feet
backwards where he landed in a heap on the
ground. The security guard was not pleased.
Now there would be a ton of paperwork and a
lot of annoying questions.
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 22 

A

dam held the phone to his ear while
regarding a newspaper with an
image of Diane Weldon. In the
photograph, she was speaking at some sort of
governmental function while overstuffed pols
and rich donors stood around her trying to
look important for the camera.
“Oh come on, you look fine in the
picture,” Adam said into the phone. “You
do!” He listened with a smile. “Okay, okay,
new topic: I’m looking forward to taking you
to dinner, as originally promised. When do
you think we can get our schedules together
to make that happen?”
“I’ll be in Laurence tomorrow night,”
Diane said back to him.
“Are you checking into the hotel or will
the state only pay for one of the motels?”
Diane laughed. “No, I insist on the hotel
accommodations. Otherwise I’d quit.”
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“Good for you,” he told her.
“And I am really looking forward to a
sane conversation.”
“Well,” Adam said, “I can’t promise that
but we’ll see how close we can get.”
Diane laughed again. “You see? This is
why I like talking with you.”
“Yeah,” he said, “I’m fun, aren’t I?”
“You are!”
“Okay then, I’ll call you at the hotel—
since it was renovated, I think it’s now called
the Grand—and I will arrange to take you to
the second-best place to eat in town.”
“The second-best?”
“Yup. The first-best was my mom’s
house but she died years ago. I still grant her
the honorary first-place ranking.”
“Oh, that’s sweet. Look, they’re waving
at me to get off. See you tomorrow?”
“You got it. ‘Bye.”
“‘Bye.” Diane immediately went back
into her on-the-job persona.
“Sergeant,” she said, “is the car ready?”
The police sergeant assigned to deal with
her said, “So, yeah, we’ve got a car...”
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“And...?”
“So, yeah, there’s one thing.” He paused.
Diane tilted her head while giving him a look
that implied he’d better have something
interesting to say. “Yeah, okay, first, it’s not
one of the regular state vehicles. It’s a civvypainted perp wagon.”
“That’s no problem,” she told him.
“Keys?” She held out her hand. He shrugged
and handed them over. The man was still
apprehensive about something. “What?”
Diane asked. No response. “What?” she
demanded.
“Well, I’ve been instructed to inform you
that as a condition of using one of the
department’s vehicles, you’ll need to, uh,
make a delivery.”
“A delivery?”
“Afraid so. Okay, so here’s his file.”
She began rapidly flipping through the
prisoner’s paperwork. “Assholis imbecilus,”
she muttered. She didn’t make it clear if she
was referring to the prisoner or the
department or both.
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 23 

A

dam drove slowly down a gravel
lane flanked by crops. In the distance
was the broadcast tower for WXXK
radio, “Home of Rebel Rousing Sounds!” The
station’s owner, Barton Peters, ran the station
with the help of a rotating staff of
communications majors at the local
community college. Mr. Peters’ son Grover
was an inmate at Creedmoor Asylum. Never
comfortable with composition, Grover had
asked Adam for help. In writing Grover’s
letters home and hearing about the replies, he
felt he knew quite a bit about Barton Peters.
“So y’all knew my son?” Mr. Peters
asked with a smile.
“I surely did,” Adam replied.
“And you were one of the doctors
there?”
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“Yes,” Adam said. “I enjoyed talking
with your son. I felt, well...”
“Go on,” Mr. Peters said.
“I felt honored that your son trusted me
with his story, his thoughts, his respect for
you.” Adam paused before continuing, “And
his regrets, which I’m sorry to say he never
asked me to put in any of the letters. Perhaps
he communicated that to you some other
way.”
Mr. Peters was silent for several
moments. He held himself very stiffly in his
chair. He turned away, raised one hand to his
face and wiped his eyes. He took several
breaths and seemed to focus his attention on
the far wall. Finally he turned back to Adam.
“I want to thank you for working with
my boy like you did. I appreciate that.”
Adam nodded. He let a moment pass and
then asked, “Mind if I pour myself a cup of
coffee?”
“Oh, of course,” Mr. Peters started to get
out of his chair.
“You just sit with your thoughts for
another moment,” Adam said as he quickly
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rose and headed across the room to where a
small table held the coffee maker. “Can I get
one for you, Mr. Peters?”
“Yes, please. And you just call me Bart.”
“Thanks, Bart. I’ll do that.”
Adam poured each of them a cup. Adam
sat down and relaxed as he sipped from his
mug. His easing of tension positively affected
Mr. Peters. Or perhaps it was the antibody
from the capsule he had popped into the
man’s coffee mug.
“I understand that Grover was interested
in the TV side of the communication
business,” Adam said.
“Boy howdy,” Mr. Peters noted.
“He was proud of the gear he put
together. He told me that he created a little
production studio.”
“He surely did,” Mr. Peters said proudly.
“Built it right over on the other side of the
building here.”
“That sounds amazing,” Adam said.
“Would you like to see it?”
“Very much, Mr. Peters, Bart. And I’d
also like to ask you for a favor.”
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“What might that be?”
“I’d like to make a short video to take
back to Grover, the next time I am at
Creedmoor.”
“You would?”
“Yes, indeed,” Adam said.
“Well, that’s something.”
“Would you mind terribly if I did that?”
Adam inquired politely.
“You know how to operate that video
equipment?”
“I surely do,” Adam said with a smile.
“Well, you just go on ahead then,” Bart
told him.
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 24 

D

iane drove the civilian-disguised
perp wagon through the gates of the
Laurence Medical Detention Center.
Behind the metal mesh screen separating the
front seats from the back was a large man in
handcuffs. He was talking non-stop about his
sexual prowess.
“Okay, Mr. Fetlorn,” Diane interrupted
him. “Your new home awaits.”
“Doncha wanna go back down the road
and park for a little while, honey? I’ll make
ya feel real good.”
“No, Mr. Fetlorn,” Diane said evenly. “I
am once again declining your charming
invitations.” Diane put the car in Park and
switched off the engine.
Inside the facility, two guards watched as
Diane got out of the vehicle. They smirked at
each other as she walked up to them. When
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she presented the prisoner’s file, they made it
as difficult as possible to get the transfer
paperwork signed and date-stamped. And
when it came time to physically move the
prisoner from the car to the facility, they both
got busy on the phone, indicating that it was
up to her to escort Mr. Kelbo Fetlorn,
mentally disturbed murderer of seven people,
from the car to the holding area of the facility.
Diane was going to point out to them
that it would only take one bad write-up from
her and these two clowns would be on
garbage detail for the next six months. No,
she thought, let’s get some exercise. She got
up, went to the car, and opened the trunk. She
changed her high heels for tennis shoes and
pulled a pair of gloves from her suitcase.
They were tight-fitting gloves and she took
her time putting them on.
She finished working the gloves onto her
hands, performed a couple of stretching
exercises and then opened the back door of
the car. Warily, she leaned in to unlock the
chain that held the prisoner’s handcuffs to the
frame of the vehicle.
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“You want it, doncha, babe?”
“Actually, Mr, Fetlorn, I just want you to
shut up.”
“I’ll bet you never had a real man
between your legs.”
“You’d lose that bet.” She took a deep
breath and told him, “Please step out of the
vehicle, Mr. Fetlorn.”
“You want me inside you, bitch!”
Diane laughed. “The only way I’d want
something like you inside me was if I was a
rusty bear trap. Get out of the car.”
“Come in and get me.”
“If you insist.” She feinted once, twice,
three times, then a fourth and a fifth time.
And then she smashed the heel of her right
hand against his ear and went for a Kimura.
Putting intense pressure on his arm and
shoulder, she began pulling him out of the
back seat.
“Fuck! That hurts!”
“My heart bleeds,” she said. “Oh, by the
way,” she told him, “upsy-daisy.” She
suddenly yanked and twisted, spinning him
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around. She let go and his body went
sprawling across the pavement behind the car.
“You fucking whore!” he shouted.
“You impotent turd,” she said calmly.
He struggled to his feet and swaggered
toward her. He was six inches taller and
ninety-five pounds heavier than Diane. He
was giggling right up to the moment he
lunged forward, attempting to head-butt her.
She stepped to the side and pulled him in
the direction he was already traveling,
sending his head and shoulders thudding into
the car’s rear bumper. “You god damn—”
But he didn’t get any further because
Diane delivered a picture-perfect punt to his
groin. He let out a howl but stopped when she
quick-kicked him in the mouth using her other
foot.
Watching through the safety glass of the
front entrance, the two officers were
impressed. “Ouch!” “Whoa, nice moves!”
“Maybe let’s not give her a hard time
anymore,” etc. They stepped out onto the
landing to get a better view of Diane and
Fetlorn by the side of the car.
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Diane took a breath, slid up the sleeves
of her jacket, darted around the man, and
expertly put him in a choke hold.
“Now, Mr. Fetlorn,” she said loudly for
the benefit of the guards, “I need you to obey
all commands, do you understand?” She
tightened the hold on his neck, completely
cutting off his ability to breathe. She
whispered in his ear, “If you cause me any
more trouble I’m coming back here when
you’re sedated and I will castrate you.
Understand?”
“Uhhhnh,” he said.
“I’m sorry, Mr. Fetlorn,” she said loudly,
“I need to hear you say you surrender.”
Mr. Fetlorn struggled, twitched, and
gurgled. Diane kept up the pressure. Finally,
Mr. Fetlorn said, “Ahsahrndah.” After a
couple more seconds, he attempted to say it
again but he couldn’t form anything close to
the proper syllables.
“That’s excellent,” she said loudly. “I’m
glad you’re going to obey my instructions.
Thank you for your cooperation.” She
checked on his cognizance. Nope, he was still
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awake. “All right, Mr. Fetlorn,” she said
loudly. “I am going to release you in a
moment and I expect you to be on your very
best behavior.” She checked him again. Nope.
She put everything into the hold she had on
him, a grip known as a rear naked choke.
Finally she felt his body go limp. “Now,” she
said at normal volume. “About fucking time,”
she muttered to herself.
She released Mr. Fetlorn and stood up,
straightening her clothing. She cocked her
head to look at the guards. “Little help here.”
They glanced at each other and then
jumped to take the prisoner into the
institution.
“Thank you, gentlemen. Now if you’ll
excuse me, I’ve got a date.”
She got into the car and drove off to
meet Adam.
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 25 

A

dam Truman and Diane Weldon
were enjoying dinner in a cheerfully
rowdy restaurant. Most of the men
and some of the women kept their cowboy
hats on as they consumed their orders of fried
chicken or barbecued ribs. A succession of
country music tracks played on the jukebox.
“How do you like small towns?” Adam
asked Diane.
“Well, this one seems to be rather nice,”
she said carefully.
“Me neither,” Adam said.
She laughed. “Okay, you got me. Sorry
I’m so obvious. I just can’t get over how these
places have so much fried food. I swear I
wouldn’t be surprised if they had fried
pudding.”
“Yes,” Adam agreed, “the concept of a
salad as an entree doesn’t always go over in
the heartland.”
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“Right,” she said. “And with the way I
was raised, this is just, I don’t know...
foreign.”
“How you were raised?”
“My mom never fried anything, not even
an egg.”
“Really?”
“Yup. She was healthy before healthy
was cool. Of course, healthy isn’t very cool in
this vicinity.” She glanced around guiltily.
“Don’t worry, they can’t hear you over
Waylon.”
“Whale what?”
“Waylon Jennings. That’s who is playing
right now.”
“Oh. Okay. They all kind of sound the
same to me.” She glanced around ruefully.
“Stop worrying,” he said with a grin.
“I just don’t want to insult anybody.”
Adam smiled at her. “That’s what makes
you a nice snob.”
“I swear I’ll throw this all over you.” She
threatened to toss her cooked carrots at him.
“You take that back. I am not a snob; I’m an
elitist.”
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They both laughed. The next tune began
playing from the jukebox.
“Oh, oh, I know this one.” she said,
pointing at the overhead speakers. “Damn, I
don’t remember his name.”
“Um, hang on...” he said, turning one ear
toward the sound. “Willie Nelson.”
“Do you like country music?” she asked,
somewhat tentatively.
“Not especially. Heard too much of it at
Creedmoor. The tunes we’re being subjected
to during our meal represent some of the
better stuff the genre has created. I can admire
some of the songwriting craft but as for the
performers, well, let’s just say that it’s not
really my thing. I’d put some serious coin into
the jukebox if there were tracks of my liking
but I’m guessing there aren’t too many
selections by Satie, Scriabin, or Scarlatti on
there.”
“You like classical music!”
“Yes. And you?”
“Love it,” she said. “Brahms especially.
Well, the romantics. And some Renaissance
music. Palestrina. Monteverdi.”
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“Is Monteverdi of the Renaissance or the
Baroque?” Adam mused.
“He’s both,” she replied. “I can’t believe
you knew to ask that.”
“You can find out a lot at some of the
music sites.”
She thought a moment and then asked,
“But you do like some composers whose
names start with letters other than ‘S,’ don’t
you?”
“Certainly,” he said.
“Good, because—”
“There’s Schoenberg. Oh, wait...”
“I’m going to threaten you with the
carrots again.”
“Okay, okay,” he said. “Debussy.”
“Good. That’s better.”
“Schumann and Schubert.”
“Stop it,” she said with a grin.
“Sibelius and Saint-Saëns.”
“Hey!”
“Stravinsky and Shostakovich.”
“All right now...”
“Strauss and Soler.”
“Enough!”
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They laughed and relaxed as “Bad
Actor” by Merle Haggard began playing on
the sound system.
They left the restaurant and drove to her
hotel. As Adam and Diane walked down the
hall to her room, they were holding hands.
She stopped at her door. “I had a great time
this evening,” she told him.
“I did, too,” he replied. “Perhaps we can
do it again.”
“I’d like that.”
“Soon, I hope.” Adam leaned forward
and gently kissed her cheek. His beard was
softer than she expected.
“That was a very nice, almost snobby
kiss,” she told him.
“Hmmm,” he said. “Would you care for
a non-snobby kiss?”
“I think I would.
“All right then,” he said softly. He
moved close to her, took her in his arms, and
once again gently kissed her cheek. And then
he really kissed her. When they stopped, both
were breathing heavily.
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“For an elitist,” he said, “you’re a really
good kisser.”
“Why, thank you,” she said.
“You are also amazingly, incredibly
beautiful.”
“I’m going to have to be careful around
you. I have a weakness for silver-tongued
gentlemen.”
Adam smiled at her. And kissed her
again.
She was debating with herself, voices in
her head saying, “Ask him in/Don’t ask him
in.”
Very softly, Adam said, “Good night,
Diane. I will be in touch.”
And with that, he turned and headed
back up the hallway. Diane was... What?
Flustered? Disappointed? She turned. Entered
her hotel room. Closed the door. Thought
about it for a moment. And smiled.
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 26 

I

t was just a little after dawn when a
phalanx of state troopers marched
resolutely down the hallway leading to
Diane’s hotel room and began pounding on
the door. “Police! Open up, Miss Weldon!”
There was a second or two of silence
followed by more thumping, this time much
more insistent.
“What? Who?” Diane said, trying to
clear her head while looking through the
peephole.
“State Police. Open the door, please,
ma’am.”
“Wait a minute. Let me put something
on.” Diane rummaged through her bag and
squirmed into running shorts and a tank top.
She thought to herself, “‘Ma’am’?”
“Could you open the door, please,
ma’am?” More thuds.
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Diane marched to the door, unlocked it,
and threw it open. “Okay,” she said, “this had
better be good.”
“Yes, ma’am. I am State Trooper
Sergeant Lee MacDonald. We need to verify
that Dr. Adam Truman is not here with you.
Can you confirm that?”
“What? No. I mean yes, I can confirm
that Dr. Truman isn’t here. Why would he be
here?”
“May I look inside your room, please,
ma’am? You can leave the door open if you
wish.”
“Jesus. Right, fine. Take a peek. What
the hell is going on?”
As he examined her hotel room,
including under the bed and in the closet, Sgt.
MacDonald had some questions of his own.
“You saw Dr. Truman last night, is that
correct?”
“We had dinner together. He brought me
home, well, back here, but he never set foot in
this room. Why?”
“Did he tell you if he was staying here in
town?”
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Diane thought for a second. “Well, not
exactly,” she said. “He left me a card with
some contact info.”
“May I see it, please, ma’am?”
“You know, that ‘ma’am’ thing is
annoying.”
“Yes, ma’am. Do you have the card? I
need to see it.”
“Yeah,” she said. “Just a sec’.” Diane
rummaged in her purse and handed over the
card. The officer copied all the information
and then, to her surprise, he handed her the
copy and kept the card.
“Hey, what are—”
“Evidence,” he said. He raised one hand
and wiggled his fingers to show her that he
was wearing gloves. He dropped Adam’s card
into an evidence bag.
“Well, if you—”
“Ma’am, how long has it been since
you’ve called your office or checked for
messages?”
“I called in yesterday and now you just
woke me up. Look, Sergeant, what is the
problem?”
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He pulled a folded newspaper from
inside his vest and handed it to Diane as he
got out his phone. “Here. Read that.”
Diane unfolded the paper. The headline
blared, “Mental Patient on the Loose.” The
subhead stated, “Scientist Called Dangerous
and Disturbed.” There was an old photo of
Adam with a beard that was a bit wilder than
his present look.
On the phone, Sgt. MacDonald said,
“Eddie? Lee. I’m at the hotel. Truman’s not
here. We got a possible location.” He read off
the address. “Got that?” He listened a second
and said, “No, she doesn’t know if he’s there.
Want me to bring her in?” He listened. “Uhhuh, uh-huh. You want me at that other
location?” He listened and seemed
disappointed. “Uh-huh. So, where to next?”
He listened again. “Okay, got it. Later.” He
hung up the phone and turned to Diane. “If
Dr. Truman contacts you, we’d appreciate it if
you would let us know immediately. Here’s
my card. That number has someone to answer
twenty-four-seven and they will route your
call to wherever I—”
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“I know how a message center works,”
she said.
“Right. Don’t eat or drink anything he
came in contact with.”
“What?”
“Read the whole story on him,” he said,
nodding at the newspaper. “Ma’am.” Sgt.
MacDonald touched the bill of his cap and
strode out of her room.
Diane closed the door and quickly
scanned the newspaper article. “Holy shit,”
she said. She grabbed the phone and dialed.
“Come on, come on...” She paced back and
forth. “Yes, this is Diane Weldon, employee
number 102572136. Verify.” She waited for
confirmation. “Okay, look: I need background
data on a patient in our system and I need it
fast.”
Meanwhile, the state police converged
on the address Adam had written on the back
of the old business card. It was a vacant
storefront.
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 27 

W

ith his head cocked to one side,
Adam Truman regarded the
marquee in front of the large
building. Across the top of the signage, large
permanently affixed block letters proclaimed
“1st Street Revivalist Church.” The main part
of the large display was a neatly painted but
lurid announcement:

Hear the Truth!
Sunday Salvation Services 9 & 10:30am

Tune-in the Truth!
Sermons Broadcast on Radio 1090am
Adam frowned at the message but then
smiled at the wording. He appreciated how
the sign maker used the same “am” for ante
meridiem and for amplitude modulation. He
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put on a sober expression and entered the
church.
In the pulpit stood all three hundred
pounds of Pastor Raymond Moore. With
exaggerated gestures, he harangued the flock.
“To be-lieve or not to be-lieve, that is the
question!” Moore thundered, his voice
echoing throughout the building. The
congregation was boisterous, frequently
echoing Moore’s statements or sending out an
“Amen” or “Tell the truth, brother,” etc.
“Whether ‘tis nobler in the mind to
suffer the slings and arrows of outrageous
fortune, or to give alms to fight against a sea
of troubles—and by generous giving, end
them.” Moore took a deep breath and
continued, “Well, my fellow believers, we all
know the answer! The answer is to be found
in generous giving! Give, I say! Give, the
scriptures say! Give to The Almighty!”
Some in the congregation waved cash in
the air as aides passed up and down the aisles
with wicker baskets, collecting the money.
Adam exited the main building and
entered the structure just behind the church.
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He wandered through the halls for a few
moments and then slipped into the pastor’s
office. He dropped one of his yellow capsules
into the water carafe on the desk.

A

t 10:30 that morning, Adam sat on a
park bench across from the church and
used his mobile device to listen to the
broadcast. An announcer intoned, “It is now
time for the second morning Sunday
Salvation Service. And now, Pastor Raymond
Moore.”
The voice of Pastor Moore poured out of
Adam’s ear buds: “As all the believers at our
nine a.m. service so generously demonstrated,
we know that life’s fulfillment comes from
bountiful giving! And I say unto you this allimportant question: Whether ‘tis nobler in the
mind to suffer the slings and arrows of
outrageous fortune, or to... Oh my sweet
Jesus! What in God’s name is happening to
me?” The reverend lost all his momentum.
Inside the church, the congregants were
slightly puzzled at the pause. They brightened
up as Pastor Moore started speaking again.
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“Damn! I don’t know what is going on... I just
don’t know... Oh Lord. Oh my.” Pastor
Moore surveyed the parishioners. “Uh,
Brothers and sisters, do you, um... Do you
want to know where your donations have
gone?”
Most of the flock were puzzled at this
break in the usual onrushing flow of words
from their so-called spiritual leader, but about
a quarter of them shouted encouragement.
“Spread the word, Brother Moore!” was one
comment. “Preach it to teach it!” was another.
“Well,” said Pastor Moore, “some of the
money is parked out back. It’s in my brandnew Chevy Suburban and my brand-new
Lincoln Navigator. It’s in my wife’s three
new Cadillacs. It’s in my son’s new Corvette.
It’s in my new private jet. It’s in my four
lovely homes. It’s in my two hundred custommade silk suits and my wife’s many designer
dresses and beaded gowns. And it’s in that
condo upstate where Miss Renfro, whose
lovely contralto voice fills this great choir
with song, often visits with me to help ease
my pain...”
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Many of the worshipers were puzzled
and others were shocked.
Across town, in the offices of the
university television station, the producers of
the Alternative Views of News program were
listening to the broadcast of the sermon when
their anchorman burst into the room with a
perplexed look on his face.
“What’s going on?”
“Shhhh! Pastor Moore’s having a meltdown. Listen.”
Pastor Moore’s voice was playing
through the room’s sound system. “But I am
most powerful pleased to openly and freely
proclaim to you that most of your generous
donations are in account number 10745372 in
Zurich, Switzerland.”
“Is that who I think it is?” asked the
news show anchor.
“Yup. That’s old ‘Give Me More
Moore.’ He’s making a full confession right
from the pulpit.”
Pastor Moore continued: “But that does
not mean you cannot continue to support the
great and good works of the church, the
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spreading of the gospel, the tending of the
flock.”
Some of the audience began to boo.
“You can still rise up in the eyes of Jesus
when you give from your hearts while you
give from your purses and wallets.”
Many members of the congregation
began shouting their condemnation.
“Damn,” said the news anchor. “We
need to get a film crew out there!”
“Already on their way, man.”
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 28 

T

he vehicle was a late-model Chevrolet
and it sat on the lot of Sam’s PreOwned Vehicle Emporium. Adam
slowly made his way around the car while
talking with a tall man wearing a white shortsleeved shirt and a clip-on tie. The man had a
plastic name badge on his shirt pocket reading
Sales Associate Lamar.
“You ain’t gonna find a better buy
anywhere, you know that, doncha?” Lamar
asked with a smile that almost appeared
genuine.
“Is that the case?” Adam replied with a
non-committal expression.
“Abso-freekin’-lutely,” Lamar told him.
“I see,” Adam said. “Say, by any chance
do you happen to have any coffee inside
there?” Adam nodded his head in the
direction of the dealership’s sale office.
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“Sure do. C’mon inside. I’m Lamar, and
you are...?”
“I’m Adam. Nice to meet you, Lamar.”
“So, Adam, are you into sports?”
“Well, Lamar,” Adam replied, “I confess
to enjoying watching some people cavort in
unusual and entertaining ways.” Lamar kept
his smile on his face despite having no idea
what Adam just said.
Lamar pointed Adam towards his desk,
saying, “Don’t bother yourself any while I
getcher coffee.”
“No, that’s quite all right,” Adam said
while making a beeline for the coffee-maker
on the far side of the room. “I like to do it
myself. That way, I get the mixture just
right.”
As Adam poured himself a cup, he
dropped two of his capsules into the pot.
It wasn’t long before the atmosphere at
Sam’s Pre-Owned Vehicle Emporium was
entirely different than ever before.
Sales Associate Lamar was leaning back
in his chair with a much more relaxed and
sincere smile on his face. He was looking
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earnestly at Adam while telling him, “It’s not
really the best car in the world. Actually, it
used to be a rental car. Got pretty well banged
up, if truth be told.”
“If truth be told,” Adam repeated.
“The one really good car on the lot is a
repo. A repossession.”
“I see,” Adam said. “Tell me more about
that.”
“Wellsir, we got in a court settlement. It
was kind of complicated, but there was this
guy—”
“No,” Adam interrupted. “Tell me about
the car.”
“Oh, sure thing. It’s that Caddy right
outside the window here. Purty, ain’t it?! The
boys shined ‘er up real good. That baby has
power in the engine and power ever’thing
else. Only got a couple thousand miles on her.
Tell me the truth now, Adam, you think you
might be interested in that?”
“You know,” Adam replied, “I just
might be interested in that.” Adam watched as
Lamar leaned way back in his chair and began
contemplating the vagaries of life.
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At the next desk, Sales Associate Benny
was saying into the phone, “Sure, we can
lower the price on that one. Hellfire, we only
paid two hunnert for the damn thing when it
was towed in here. Oh, and you’re a-gonna
wanna fix the brakes on it.”
Standing by the window overlooking the
cars on the lot, Sales Associate Robby was
telling another potential customer, “Oh no,
don’t be buyin’ that one. It’ll give you nothin’
but trouble, let me tell ya.”
“If truth be told,” Adam said quietly. As
an air of relaxation and benign confusion
reigned at Sam’s Pre-Owned Vehicle
Emporium, Adam stepped behind a counter to
select a set of keys. He quietly left the
building, got into an almost-new, very shiny,
very purty, very powerful Caddy, and started
the engine. It purred.
Adam adjusted the steering wheel, the
driver’s seat, the mirrors, the air conditioning,
and put the vehicle into gear. He waved in the
direction of the sales office and then
maneuvered the car through the lot and
headed up the road.
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Driving through town, Adam flipped on
the car audio system. A pitchman’s voice was
finishing a commercial:
“—ote for Grandon is a vote for our state
and for the families and people of our state.
Grandon. Grandon for Senate. The right way,
and damn right!”
Adam wrinkled his nose at the
advertisement. A newsman came on next:
“In local news, the trial of accused
influence peddler Lymon Brucks enters its
fifth week of testimony. Defense lawyers for
Bucks have already set some sort of record
for attempting to interrupt the trial
proceedings. They have again and again
introduced motions calling for dismissal of
the charges, exclusion of witnesses, and even
removal of the judge.”
Adam drove to the county courthouse,
parked the car, and entered the building. After
spending a few moments next to a cart with
pitchers of water, he made his way into the
courtroom.
Inside the wood-paneled chambers,
attorneys were conferring with one another,
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court officials were checking their paperwork,
and spectators were quietly sitting or chatting.
From a side door, an aide entered with a tray
of water pitchers, one for the judge’s bench,
and one each for the defense and prosecution
tables. Adam stoically watched the pitchers as
they were put in place. Adam moved to the
rear of the courtroom as the judge entered and
took his place atop the raised platform
between the U.S. and state flags.
The clerk of the court immediately
spouted one of his scripted lines: “All rise!
Third Circuit Court is now in session,
Honorable Joseph Rout presiding.” With a
nod to the clerk, Judge Rout sat down. “Be
seated,” said the clerk.
Adam watched as glasses of water were
poured and sipped by the judge and attorneys.
“The State may now proceed,” said the
Judge.
“Thank yo—” the prosecutor began, but
was cut off.
“Your honor, the defense moves for
dismissal on the grounds that the State has
insufficient evidence to make its case.”
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“Motion denied.”
“I would like my Exception noted for the
record.”
“So noted. Now, I instructed you once to
stop making these motions until the State has
finished presenting its case. This is mere
grandstanding for the jury and inasmuch as it
delays the events, I cannot think that the jury
is pleased about that.”
“Thank you, your honor, but if I may, I
wish to note my objection to your ruling.”
“So noted. Proceed.” The judge took
another sip of water. And his face relaxed a
bit.
“Thank you, your honor,” the prosecutor
said with more than a trace of annoyance
directed at the defense table. “The State calls
Congressman Henry Waters.”
“Objection, your honor.”
“You can’t object to my calling a
witness!”
“I surely can, and I just did.”
“I’ve never heard such—”
“All right, all right,” the Judge told them,
“knock it off. Now I am sick and tired of
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listening to you two fellers jawin’ back and
forth like hens that sat down in hot tar and got
their arseholes sealed shut.”
The attorneys were surprised at the
judge’s language and the spectators
murmured excitedly about it. At the defense
table, the defendant Lymon Brucks smiled
and took a sip of water.
“This whole trial,” the Judge said, “is a
trial on my nerves. It’s a gol-darned waste of
taxpayer money. Quite frankly, I am sick and
tired of all that waste.”
“Your honor, I must point out—”
“Oh shut up, Wally,” the Judge told him.
“If you boys worked harder, this whole thing
wouldn’t take so God damned long. I mean,
shit, ever’body who comes into a courtroom
is probably guilty of something. Hell, they
damn well better be guilty unless the cops and
the D.A. aren’t doing their jobs properly.”
“Your honor! I must strenuously—”
The Judge barreled right over him. “I
mean, what do y’all think, that we just bring
people at random into court and give ‘em a
trial? The only thing that ever happens in a
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court is we find out if you can trot out all the
documentation. Hell, ever’body here knows
that Brucks is guilty. We’re just spinnin’ our
wheels to see if the esteemed prosecutor can
prove it.”
The room was buzzing. The defense
attorney beamed happily. This case will now
be thrown out of court. He turned to shake
hands with Brucks.
“He’s right, you know,” Brucks said. “I
am guilty.”
“There. Y’see?” the Judge said. “And
you’re real sorry about it, am I right?”
“Right you are, your honor.”
“All righty then. You are hereby
sentenced to thirty years on trash removal
from the side of the expressway. This session
of legal bullshit is hereby kaput. Bye-bye,
time for golf.”
“Your honor!”
The courtroom was in an uproar as
Adam exited.
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 29 

I

nside a small but well equipped college
television studio, news anchor Matt
Wynoski was in the middle of his daily
hour-long broadcast: “This is a special update
from ‘Alternative Views of News.’ We have
been monitoring police radio channels and
have learned that a number of law
enforcement officers are attempting to avoid
being assigned to the case of the man many
people are calling Doctor True.
“While no one speaking for the
department will admit it for the record, things
are different when officers speak on
‘background.’ In fact, one police officer told
us that ‘Cops are scared of getting a dose of
the truth drug.’ For many people, it might be
frightening if public servants suddenly started
telling the truth. So, to Dr. Adam Truman—
Doctor True—we say keep up the good work
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and keep on frightening all those who have
something to hide.”
Picked up on satellite, the broadcast was
being enjoyed by many of the residents in
Creedmoor Asylum. In fact, the televised
report was producing reactions that were
overwhelmingly positive. “Stick it to them,
Adam!” was one example. “Give ‘em a
dose!” was another. “Way to go, Adam!” was
yet another. And “Weeeeeeeaaaa-oh!” was
one of the shouted comments that probably
should not be considered too seriously.

A

dam was driving the overly-powered
Cadillac along a highway far outside of
his hometown. He had switched from the
news to a recording, and now the glorious
sounds of Puccini’s E lucevan le stelle from
Tosca filled his head, his heart, his soul.
Adam steered the vehicle on the
interstate in an auto-pilot kind of daze as the
music washed over him. Road signs assured
him that he was on the way to Dallas, the
mileage figure getting smaller every hour. He
emerged from his roadway reverie at the sight
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of a billboard reading Grandon For Senate.
There were more billboards for Grandon as he
approached the outskirts of Dallas.
Once in the city, Adam lost no time
finding the State Government Building, as his
old acquaintance had called it. The actual
name was the Joseph Robert Beauregard
Center for State Government. Enjoying the
sunshine, Adam sauntered along the wide
sidewalk in front of the edifice, scanning the
faces of people emerging for their lunch
break.
Dick Anderson was not difficult to spot.
He was well known throughout governmental
circles for his girth and bad toupee. Adam
easily tailed him to the Tiki Room Restaurant.
Waitresses in bikini tops and short hula
skirts were serving the sometimes boisterous
crowd. From inside the Tiki Room, Adam
could survey the customers or look out
through the windows to see a garish redwhite-and-blue Grandon for Senate campaign
office located right across the street.
Adam’s gaze moved from the Grandon
graphics to inside the restaurant as Anderson
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was shown to a table. Adam was not amused
as he saw Anderson attempt to pinch one of
the girls. She was on guard for him and
maneuvered out of reach.
“Almost gotcha that time, honey,” he
told her with a big grin.
“Almost,” she said with a tight smile that
barely disguised the contempt she felt inside.
Adam remained in his seat at the bar and
watched Anderson in the mirror. When he
saw how the man kept up a non-stop routine
of exchanging quips with other patrons, Adam
got up, followed a waitress and stopped
behind her as Anderson was trying to pull at
her hula skirt.
“Honey, I’d surely like to discuss some
legis-lay-shun with you!”
“I’ll bet,” she said, batting his hand
away.
From over the man’s shoulder, Adam
snaked his arms around Richard, one hand
waving in his face and the other dropping a
capsule in his drink.
“Hello, Richard,” Adam said. “Do you
mind if I join you?” Adam didn’t bother to
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wait for a reply but took a seat opposite the
huge man.
“Adam? Heck, Adam Truman, you
sonovabitch. You’re back!”
“I’m back,” Adam admitted. He signaled
to the waitress to bring another round of
drinks. “You’ll be having another drink, am I
right?”
“You are right about that,” Anderson
said. He took a powerful swig from his glass.
“So, Adam, what brings you to our fair city?”
“There are a few errands I need to run.”
Adam raised his water glass as a toast and
took a sip.
“Well, don’t work too hard.” Anderson
took another couple of swallows.
They sipped from their glasses in silence
for a few moments. “Look,” Adam said, “I’m
actually not going to be here long so I’ll come
to the point.”
“All righty,” Anderson said. And took
another swallow.
“You owe me an explanation.”
“I do?”
“You do.”
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“Uh huh, what about?” Anderson took
another sip of his drink.
“Why didn’t you want me to get that
grant?”
“Hey, Adam, cheating you out of the
grant wasn’t the point.” Anderson looked
puzzled about what he had just admitted, but
he could not seem to restrain himself from
telling Adam everything. “We had to get you
out of the way because you were fixing to
oppose the weapons center. You were already
stirring up folks.”
“It’s nothing compared to what I’m
about to do.”
“Aw hell, boy, it’s all over and done
with. Once you were declared insane, your
property was seized and sold at auction.”
“Who bought it?”
“The Institute.”
“The Institute for Biochemical Research
bought my house and lab?”
“Sure. He got everything that was on
your land.”
“‘He’?”
“Hell, the Center is run by one guy.”
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“Who?” Adam said, sensing the answer.
“My boss. Who else do ya think?”
Anderson swiveled his girth a bit and stuck a
thumb in the direction of the Grandon for
Senate campaign office. “It’s all about
Grandon, son. Grandon runs it now.”
Without another word, Adam stood up
and walked away.
Anderson shrugged and sipped his drink.
The ramifications of all this were clear to him
but the influence of the drug was strong
enough that he just did not care about it. Even
when he was called by the man himself—the
all powerful William Winborne Grandon,
landowner, former attorney general, and
current candidate for Senate—even then
Anderson was relaxed and seemingly blissful.
“Hey, Bill,” Anderson said to his boss
through the phone. “How they hangin’? No,
I’m not drunk. Sure, I’ve had a pop or two but
I’m takin’ it slow and careful-like, just the
way you want it. What? Adam Truman, sure,
sure. What about him? Yeah, I talked to him.
Had to tell him the whole thing. Sure, I had to
mention your name. You’re the man. Look,
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Bill, the thing is—Oh, sure, ‘Mister Grandon’
whoop-dee-do. Listen, Bill, the man’s not
dumb. He’s got it figured out. No, no... No
way, not up to me. He’s your problem, Bill.
You take it from here.”
And with that, Anderson ended the
conversation. He was confused, but happy.
On the other end of the line, Mr. William
W. Grandon, Esq. was decidedly not happy.
Not happy at all. And when Mr. William W.
Grandon was unhappy, people usually got
hurt.
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 30 

W

illiam Winborne Grandon was the
grandson of a governor, the son of
a state attorney general, and the
state’s current candidate for senator. At the
moment, he was angry. This was not unusual,
as Grandon went through each day with a
mixture of emotions that ran from annoyed,
distraught, and glum, to peeved, vexed, and
sullen—with stops along the way at irritated,
aggravated, dour, and hostile.
Behind his back, he was called The
Grump, or Grumpy Grandon, or sometimes
Grandoom. But never to his face. He
overheard an employee use one of those terms
and had him transferred to his oil firm’s most
remote exploration teams, where the man
soon died of Enterovirus D-68. The claim that
the man had been injected with the virus was
never proven.
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At this moment, Grandon was in a hotel
suite, relaxing after delivering a fundraising
speech in the ballroom just an hour ago. A
video of his speech was playing on a large
screen.
“As a member of the world of nations,”
Grandon said in his oration, “we in the United
States must acknowledge that there is much to
admire in other cultures and other peoples.”
The unsmiling Grandon stood in the
hotel suite and watched himself smile on the
TV screen as he continued toward the
conclusion of his donor speech: “But let us
never avoid the opportunity to praise
American exceptionalism.” At this point in
the speech, his face took on stern look as he
leaned forward and grabbed the podium with
one hand while using the other to punctuate
his phrases with gestures that were vaguely
reminiscent of the Fascist salute. “Because,
my friends, once aroused, the USA is a force
beyond nature. And yes, I’m about to use
language that is not for the children but it is
language that is intended for our people to
acknowledge and our enemies to fear.”
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In the scrum of reporters squeezed into
the ballroom with Grandon’s rabid supporters,
one scribe told another, “Here it comes...”
And the senatorial candidate did not let
him down. Using his impressive lungpower,
Grandon delivered his signature line into the
microphone: “Let us never forget that
Americans walk taller, stride longer, spit
further, hit harder, curse better, laugh louder,
and fuck deeper than any other creatures on
the face of the planet!” To thunderous
applause, Grandon added, “Thank you, ladies
and gentlemen. God bless you! And God
bless the United States of America!”
In the hotel suite, Grandon watched
himself being applauded by the audience
while people on the dais shook his hand and
slapped him on the back. Nodding
appreciatively, he muted the volume on the
recording and turned to regard the two other
people in the suite.
Drake Frost was a man who was often
described as tough-as-nails or hard-as-granite.
While Grandon considered Frost just another
“get the job done” member of his vast
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organization, the man’s official title was
Manager of Corporate Responsibility, a
purposefully nebulous appellation that
covered a lot of sins.
Veronica Starr was a woman who was
often described as built like a brick shithouse.
While Grandon considered Veronica just
another “good-time gal” in the organization,
the lady’s official title was Entertainment
Hostess, a purposefully nebulous appellation
that covered a lot of sins.
“Mr. Frost,” Grandon said, “I think we
have a problem that needs your special
attention.”
“Yes, sir.”
Grandon began running his hands over
Veronica as he spoke to Frost. “You’re going
to have to stop a lunatic.”
“Yes, sir.”
Grandon signaled to Veronica that her
clothing was causing him some difficulty. She
smiled, blew him a kiss, squirmed to unfasten
the garment, and stepped out of the dress.
Now she was wearing high heels and jewelry
and nothing else. Grandon returned to sliding
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his hands over her body. To Frost, he said,
“Our problem’s name is Adam Truman. He’s
the one running around the state with a small
pharmacy in his pockets.”
“The guy with the truth drug,” Frost said.
“That is correct,” Grandon said. His eyes
were focused on Veronica’s breasts but he
continued the conversation with Frost. “He
gave his drug or serum or what-have-you to
our associate, Richard Anderson, and
unfortunately that idiot blabbed quite a lot.”
“Is there a problem with Mr. Anderson
or just with Mr. Truman?” Frost asked.
“We can take care of Mr. Anderson later,
if the drug’s effects turn out to be permanent.
Our primary concern is concluding the antics
of Adam Truman.”
“Yes, sir. Any particular way you’d like
things handled?”
“Just end it. Any way that’s necessary.
As you have so ably demonstrated in the past,
I believe you are up to this task.”
“Yes, sir.”
Grandon was amusing himself with one
hand on Veronica’s left breast and his other
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hand on her ass. Frost stood nearby, silently
regarding the tableaux. Eventually, Grandon
became aware of Frost’s continued presence
in the suite. With just a slight glance at Frost,
Grandon told him, “I believe things are under
control here.”
“Yes, sir.” Frost turned and exited the
room. In the hall outside the suite, he signaled
to two associates that it was time for all of
them to get to work.
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 31 

D

rake Frost enjoyed everything about
being in command of men who were
ready for physical action. His
twenty-four year history in the nation’s armed
forces included numerous assignments in
which he led the sort of combat mission that
did not involve the niceties of approval by
Congress.
He was mission-focused to the point
where it did not matter to him how many
casualties might result from an action. His
only goal was carrying out the job. Legal,
shady, illegal, or morally reprehensible—
whatever the classification of the work, if he
agreed to perform it then he was going to
move forward to carry it out. Inexorable and
unwavering were words that described Drake
Frost even if he did not fully comprehend
their meaning.
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At this moment, he was assigning his
forces to address the task at hand. “All right,
everybody, this is the situation. You all have
photos of this man, Adam Truman, along with
a list of known contacts and personal
characteristics. Now listen carefully: Truman
is a Class A target. Repeat, this Dr. Adam
Truman character is a Class A target. You are
fully authorized to shoot on sight. We get paid
once he’s down. Bonus paid to whoever pulls
the trigger. Any questions?”
“What’s the legal situation?”
“Same as usual: knowledge of your
involvement will be denied but full legal fees
for representation will be paid.”
“That’s a guarantee?”
“That is a guarantee. You’ve seen that
work out in other actions. The organization
has got your back.”
“Any problems with collateral damage?”
“No problems. Take this man out. That’s
the objective.”
“Are you leading one of the teams?”
“No. You are each in leadership roles.
Because we work for Mr. Grandon, you are
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all Officials of the State, so grab as many offduty police or state troopers as you can
manage. Meanwhile, I’m taking the chopper
to see the lead cop on the case. If those guys
have any intel on this, Mr. Grandon wants us
all to know about it. Anything I find out I’ll
pass along to you. As you know, I’m not in
the bonus pool, so if I get data, you’ll get
data. Anything else? Anybody? No? All right,
let’s hit it.”
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 32 

A

dam Truman turned his car off the
main highway and onto an unpaved
lane. The vehicle shimmied and
bounced from the uneven ruts that formed the
roadbed of Rural Route 119. Aside from
scattered shrubs and cactus plants, the fields
on both sides of the trail were barren. Small
eddies of wind kicked up from time to time,
spinning some dust through the otherwise
bright air.
After travelling far enough down the dirt
road so that vehicles back on the Interstate
appeared very small, Adam stopped the car,
cut the ignition, and got out. He stretched for
a moment, then went to the trunk and
removed a briefcase.
Looking like a very out-of-place
businessman, Adam toted the briefcase a few
steps into the semi-wilderness until reaching a
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large clump of cacti. He bent down, opened
the case, and brought out a number of spiles
to use in removing sap from the cactus plants.
Working calmly but diligently, Adam
began inserting the spiles and using them to
fill vials with the golden essence of
Cactaceae.
The desert plain was shimmering in the
heat. Overhead, a pair of Harris Hawks
circled and debated when it would be time to
approach the figure crouched amongst the
cactus plants.
Spotting the birds out of the corner of his
eye, Adam Truman craned his head to watch
them glide on unseen air currents but then
quickly turned back to his work. He carefully
capped a vial of gold-colored sap that he had
drained from one of the cactus plants. He
swiveled to his right and placed the vial in
one of many slots cut into a block of
Styrofoam inside his briefcase. Dozens of
vials were already cradled there, flashing their
butterscotch hues in the reflected sunlight
whenever Adam’s shadow moved aside.
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D

rake Frost burst into the police
station accompanied by nearly a
dozen men. Some were in suits,
some in uniform. “I need to speak to the desk
sergeant or the watch commander.” His words
were straightforward but there was an
authoritarian feeling of menace to everything
he said. The officer behind the fortified
counter glanced from Frost over to Sergeant
Stephen Arnold.
Frost moved a couple of steps closer to
the senior officer and immediately got down
to business. “Sergeant, I have here a request
for cooperation from you and your
department.”
“Do you really?” Sgt. Arnold asked in an
even tone.
“You are to give me the file on Adam
Truman.”
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“Give you the file?”
“Show me the file.”
“Under whose authorization?”
Frost removed a document from his
breast pocket, handed it over and waited
impatiently as Sgt. Arnold read it carefully.
“Well, ladies and germs,” Sgt. Arnold
said at last, “it seems we have a winner for
viewing the classified files of Adam Truman.”
The sergeant walked to a file cabinet, slid
open a drawer and used both hands to remove
three fat file folders crammed with paper. He
walked back to the counter and placed them
side-by-side-by-side and face down. He
opened each from the back.
“What are you doing?” Frost asked.
“Entries are inserted chronologically, so
you start at the back in order to move
forward. One file is for investigations, one for
psychological assessments, and one for
criminal proceedings, hearings, trials,
judgements, and so forth. Happy reading.”
The sergeant returned to his desk,
shaking his head sadly. But these days he
often shook his head sadly at the state of
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things in the world. Frost watched him
without much expression and then snapped
his fingers at one of his men who closed the
files, piled them atop one another and
scooped them into his arms.
“Hey! You can’t do that.”
“Yes we can,” Frost snapped. “Read the
letter again.”
Sgt. Arnold put one hand on his weapon
and that ominous action was repeated by
every officer in the vicinity. Frost’s men did
the same.
“I know what the letter says,” Sgt.
Arnold told Frost, “but you aren’t leaving
here without signing for the files.”
There was a very tense couple of seconds
before Frost nodded and said, “Write it up
quickly and I’ll sign it.”
The tension abated a notch or two as Sgt.
Arnold scrawled something on a spare piece
of paper and slid it onto the counter in front of
Frost. After a few ominous seconds, Frost
stepped forward, read the words on the
makeshift receipt, picked up a ball-point pen,
and signed.
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The two men locked eyes for a moment.
There was an almost imperceptible nod
exchanged between them. Frost signaled to
his confederates and within seconds, they had
left the room.
Slowly, the tension in the station
ratcheted back down to normal.
“Jesus,” one officer said to no one and
everyone, “what the hell was going on there?”
“Yeah,” Sgt. Arnold said, “that was
unpleasant.”
“How can we let anybody just waltz in
here and take any of the files?” one officer
asked.
“Well,” Sgt. Arnold replied, “they had a
congressional order, so we don’t have a
choice.”
“But, I mean, Jesus...”
“Yeah,” Sgt. Arnold said. “But look at it
this way: when there’s trouble about this,
we’re off the hook. It’s their problem now.”
“When there’s trouble? Not ‘if’ there’s
trouble?”
“Oh, there’s going to be trouble,” Arnold
said.
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“Yeah?”
“Oh yeah,” the sergeant said. He swept
his eyes over the other officers. “What do any
of you know about this Adam Truman?” he
asked.
They knew quite a bit, if hearsay and
speculation counted. As it turned out, most of
what they “knew” were simply stories found
in newspapers or online. Some of the tales
might even have been based on a few facts
but had been grossly distorted by the time of
their fifth or fifteenth telling.
One story from the TwentyFour7News
site was more accurate than many others.
Officer Bradley brought it over to Sgt. Arnold
who read it once very rapidly and a second
time more slowly. He turned to Officer
Bradley and said, “I can’t help but think we’re
looking at some very strange times ahead.”
“How so?”
“Well,” Sgt. Arnold said as he pulled a
chair over to sit across from Bradley, “I’ve
been perusing the article you printed out for
me. Did you see what this Truman fellow said
at his press conferences?”
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“Yeah. Wild, huh?”
“The man’s very consistent. He’s said
essentially the same things in interviews,
letters, court appearances. Take a look at
this.” He put a callused finger down next to
one paragraph in the story.
Officer Bradley read it aloud: “Pure truth
cannot be assimilated by the crowd; it must be
communicated by contagion.” Bradley looked
up at Arnold. “I can’t rightly say I like the
sound of that.”
“Me neither,” Sgt. Arnold replied.
“Another part that caught my eye is right
here.” He tapped another paragraph, leaned
over and this time he read it out loud: “I want
to give the gift of truth to the world. Truth to
the wayward, the wooers, and the well-off
alike. Truth to the proletariat, the privileged,
and the politicians—most especially the
pitchmen and politicians of the world.” Sgt.
Arnold paused and said, “My, my, my.”
“Yeah. Crazy, huh?”
Sgt. Arnold shook his head and said, half
to himself, “Adam Truman, no wonder they
want to nail your ass.”
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 34 

T

he clampdown on Creedmoor inmate
activities instigated by Dr. Judith
Lowsey proceeded smoothly and
without incident. If “smoothly and without
incident” meant insurrection, work stoppages,
and an inmate uprising. On a dozen separate
occasions, Dr. Lowsey ordered her assistant
Sam Shetman to call in the local police. In
two of those instances, the situation got so
violent that some people recommended they
call in the National Guard. Lieutenant Brell
was once more dispatched to Creedmoor in
order to determine the root cause of the
difficulties.
“They’re animals!” Dr. Lowsey yelled at
Brell once they were able to make it past the
improvised barricades constructed by the
inmates using furniture and parts from the
hallway lighting fixtures. Many sections of
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Creedmoor were lit by torches and candles as
members of the self-proclaimed “Crazy
Corps” patrolled the facility, making it offlimits to any outsider who was not
accompanied by an armed police officer.
“You’re saying that the staff can’t get the
inmates back into their cells?” Brell said.
“How? Every time we go from the
administrative wing toward the inmate’s
rooms, they set off a chemical explosion and a
cloud of some sort of knockout gas goes
rolling across the countryside. If they increase
the amount, it’ll reach the outskirts of town.”
“There’d be hundreds of unconscious
people in the city if we try to stop the riots
that way,” Shetman said.
“Well,” Brell said, “could you cut off
their food supply?”
“They’re growing their own,” Shetman
said.
“Growing their own?”
“In those damn hydroponic gardens that
Maitland allowed them to have,” Lowsey
said, practically spitting out the name of her
predecessor.
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“That’s not all,” Shetman pointed out.
“There are a few years’ worth of protein bars
and dried fruit built into the tunnels under the
cells.”
“Did you say tunnels?”
“Yes, yes!” snapped Lowsey.
“Apparently,” Shetman explained to the
officer, “portions of Creedmoor were
originally built as a huge fallout shelter.”
“You’re joking.”
“Afraid not. The inmates discovered how
to open sections of the floor and now they can
get at the storehouse of food.”
“And they scuttle all over the damn
place,” Lowsey muttered.
“What do you mean?”
Lowsey threw her hands up, not wanting
to deal with the situation any longer.
“Well,” Shetman continued, “the
tunneling is quite extensive. Every cell is
connected. They can move all over the
institution. You never know where they’ll
suddenly pop up.”
“My oh my, you have got yourselves
into a pickle.”
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“You’ve got to do something!” Lowsey
shouted.
“I am doing something. I’m assessing the
situation and I will be sending my report to
the state capitol so they can deal with their
state-funded institution. Keeping order inside
this place is not a responsibility of the local
police.”
“Aaaach, you’re worthless!” Lowsey
spat out.
“I think you better just be still for a
while,” Lt. Brell said with quiet authority.
“Meanwhile, what happens when your
security people move down one of those
hallways?”
“They get attacked,” Shetland said.
“Attacked? With weapons?”
“No, not exactly,” Shetland said.
“With what, exactly?” Brell persisted.
“Well,” Shetland said sheepishly, “with
projectiles.”
Brell stared at Shetland for a few
seconds. “Projectiles, uh-huh, I see,” he said.
He said it in an even tone but it seemed
accusatory anyway. “Now,” Lt. Brell
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continued, “I’ve been in my business a long
time and I’ve learned to spot when someone
is bullshitting me, but you know what? I just
can’t tell with you lot.” Brell allowed just a
trace of anger to creep into his voice.
“You don’t understand,” Shetland
replied hurriedly.
“Perhaps you can explain it to me.”
“Every time we go in, they cut the lights
and then they go on the attack.”
“Attack?”
“Yes, an attack, from peashooters,
rubber bands, tennis balls, and wadded-up
water-soaked paper wrapped around marbles
and pieces of broken dishes.”
“Wadded up, water-soaked paper, is that
what you just said?”
“Hey, take a look at some of the staff.
Look at the cuts and bruises. One man almost
lost an eye. And in the dark, it can be very
spooky wandering down those hallways.”
“When I was outside, you could see
lights in rooms all over the facility.”
“Yes, well, they’re running their own
generator.”
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“What is powering the generator?”
“Barrels of diesel fuel are stored down
there, too.”
“I don’t believe it.”
“Believe it. They’ve got food, bottled
water, and electricity. And the HVAC system
is electric so they’ve got that covered, too.”
“This is the weirdest thing I’ve ever
heard since the truth drug story.”
“That’s not all. Apparently, Dr. True was
manufacturing more than vitamins in that
lab.”
“You mean...”
“Yup. Patients are now popping uppers,
downers, hallucinogens, horse tranquilizers...”
“It’s insane.”
“Yes, that’s exactly the word to describe
it.”
Through all of the chaos, one man
happily continued creating art in his
technologically well-equipped cell. Over the
previous thirteen months, Joseph Medville
Fook had been proceeding slowly, diligently,
carefully, and methodically to complete his
video creations. They were surrealistic
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depictions of the synaptic connections within
the human mind. The FookMovie videos were
plugged into the closed circuit television
channel of the asylum and ran on a loop.
Whenever the media attempted to cut into any
streaming feed from the institution, they were
only able to display the tortured imagery of an
unsound mind.
FookMovie.com
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 35 

D

iane Weldon had gotten over the
initial shock of learning that Adam
Truman was a fugitive, that he was
the Doctor True who was on the minds of so
many law enforcement agencies. She was
puzzled and angry but she was determined to
perform some investigation of her own.
After accessing the state’s recordkeeping
system, she tracked down the woman who
raised Adam.
Margo Truman Cooperman was 78,
retired, and enjoying a quiet life in her nicely
appointed condominium. Diane found that
Margo was crusty and feisty and wasn’t much
interested in interacting with “the authorities.”
But Diane’s fondness for Adam got her in the
door. Once they met, she also discovered that
Margo made a great cup of coffee.
“That’s delicious!”
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“Yup.”
“What kind of coffee is it?”
“It’s a blend of beans from a place called
Stumptown Coffee Roasters. It’s overpriced,
especially when you add in the postage and
handling, but if you can’t brew up something
scrumdidleylicious in your golden years then
what the hell is life good for, I always say.”
“Ummm, well, after tasting this, I’m
with you on that.”
They sat in the breakfast nook of
Margo’s condo with dappled light streaming
through the windows. Diane carefully
broached the subject of Adam and his mental
outlook. She was surprised at Margo’s
reaction:
“Oh, darlin’, you don’t have to pussyfoot
around with me. You want to know if Adam
is nutsy-goofus, just say so.”
Diane smiled. “All right, that’s exactly
what I’d like to know.”
“Yep, he’s a crazy one, all righty.”
Diane stared at the woman in some
dismay. She tried to form a reply but nothing
emerged.
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“But listen honey,” Margo added, “aren’t
we all a bit dipsy-doodled from time to time?”
“So wait, what are you saying,” Diane
asked. “Are you telling me you think Adam
is, what—the normal amount of balmy?”
“That’s about the size of it. Want a refill
on that, hon?”
“What? Oh, yes, certainly. Thank you.”
“No problem.”
They sipped their coffee for a few
moments. Somewhere in the back rooms of
the condo came Verdi’s love duet, “Te io
sto,” from Un Ballo in Maschera. Diane
wanted to lose herself in the music but fought
off the urge.
“Um, Mrs. Cooperman, is it true that
Adam never knew his birth mother?”
“First of all, honey, it’s Margo,” Margo
said. “And second, yeah, he never knew her.
You know, I just couldn’t ever figure that. Go
through nine months carrying him, then
abandon him. She must have been touched.”
Margo tapped her head while saying
“touched.”
“How did that affect Adam?”
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“Well,” Margo said, reaching over to a
cabinet against the wall. “Let me see if I can
give you perspective on it all.” She grabbed a
bottle of whiskey, uncapped it, and poured a
dollop into her coffee mug. “Hon, you want a
taste? No? Well all righty then. Adam always
had trouble with prevarication. Didn’t like it.
Didn’t like people stretching the truth, telling
little white lies or big falsehoods, you name
it.”
“He was always bothered by that?”
“Yup. Even as a little boy. He’d say his
teachers didn’t want to hear the truth. He’d do
some research and say that his history books
lied or were incomplete. He was always doing
that sort of thing. When he got a little older, it
was all about how the news from different
sources presented facts differently. And that
certain types of governments put out false
information, and so on.” Margo paused and
looked Diane in the eyes. “He’s not wrong.”
“No, he’s not,” Diane admitted.
“I mean,” Margo continued, “what do
you say to a kid who points out these things?”
“I don’t know, Margo,” Diane said.
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“Hell,” Margo continued, “you can hem
and haw, but you sure as hell can’t say he’s
mistaken.”
“And Adam continued to feel strongly
about things like that?”
“Yup. And they put him behind bars for
trying to do something about it.”
“Well, I—”
“Now you listen to me, young lady.
Adam may be in the right. And he may be
trying to make things better for everybody
here on earth. But if he keeps on trying to
change the world the way he’s going about it,
they will never stop coming after him and
they will sooner or later put him down.”
“You mean kill him?”
“That’s exactly what I mean. Kill him.”
There was a strained silence. Then she offered
the bottle again. “You sure you don’t want a
taste? Good for what ails ya in this day and
age.” Diane shook her head, smiled, and stood
up. The two women hugged and Diane quietly
took her leave.
Outside the condo structure, Diane
unlocked the door to her car, glanced up to
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wave at Margo Truman, got into the driver’s
seat, started the vehicle and drove away. A
tan-colored sedan pulled away from the curb
and began following her.
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D

iane Weldon was driving in a daze.
How could any of the weird things
being said about Adam Truman have
a basis in fact? Could it be possible that even
a small part of it was close to reality? “It can’t
be,” she told herself. Adam was smart,
courteous, and kind.... But was he also a con
man and an escaped mental patient? Adam
was observant, interesting, and humorous....
But did he also want to put some sort of
bizarre untested truth serum into the nation’s
water supply? She couldn’t make all the facts
add up.
Her car hurtled down the interstate
highway, passing several Grandon For Senate
billboards. By the time twilight fell she was
exhausted and pulled into the first decentlooking motel that came along.
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After checking in, Diane stood in the
center of the room, put her arms out to the
side and let herself fall face first onto the bed.
After just a couple of seconds she twisted her
face away from the bedspread because the
smell of dust was annoying.
She got up and was pulling off the
coverlet when her phone rang.
“Hello?”
“Hi.”
With just the one syllable, she was able
to recognize the voice of Adam. It was
comforting and frightening at the same time.
“Hi,” she said tentatively. “Where are you?”
“Not very far away. I suppose you heard
the news by now.”
“Yes I have,” she replied. “You certainly
know how to make a splash.”
“I do, sometimes,” he said quietly.
“You know,” she continued, “you don’t
have to go to such lengths to impress a girl.”
“I’ll keep that in mind,” Adam said.
“Listen, I would like to see you again.
Although I completely understand if you
don’t want that to happen.”
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“No, I would like to. Where would we
do it? I mean, where would—? Oh shit, you
know what I mean.”
Adam smiled, “Yes, I do. Okay, look, go
to the corner of Morrison Avenue and Wayne
Lane. There you’ll see a restaurant with a
name that will remind you of a mutual
acquaintance of ours. Park down the street
from it and go up to the cashier inside. Can
you do that for me?”
“All right,” she said.
In the back of a van parked just off the
main highway, Drake Frost and several of his
men were crowded around an imposing array
of U.S. Army surplus electronic surveillance
equipment. The voices of Adam and Diane
were clearly heard through the speakers.
“See you in, what shall we say, half an
hour?”
“Yes,” she said.
“Hey, they made a date,” one of the men
said. Frost shot a sharp look in his direction.
The phone conversation between Adam
and Diane wasn’t quite finished:
“Adam?” Diane said.
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“Yes?” Adam replied.
“Be careful.”
“True that,” he said and hung up.
“Awww, ain’t that sweet,” one of the
men said.
“Knock it off,” Frost told him. The man
rolled his eyes but remained silent. “All
right,” Frost said, “now we’ve got him. Get
the cars on the streets near that intersection.
Tell everyone to sit tight and wait for my
instructions.”
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D

iane drove slowly through the
intersection specified by Adam in
their hurried telephone conversation.
There were restaurants on all four corners of
Morrison Avenue and Wayne Lane. Two of
them were part of America’s vast and
viperous fast food empire: a McDonald’s and
a Popeye’s. The two actual restaurants were
The Pub House and a place called Judith’s
Home Cooking.
For just a split second, Diane pictured
the erstwhile head of Creedmoor, Dr. Judith
Lowsey, wearing a poufy white chef’s hat and
spattered apron while puttering around the
pots and pans. Shaking off that disturbing
image, Diane parked down the block and on
the opposite side of the street. She walked
purposefully to Judith’s, entered, and gave her
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name to the woman behind a counter in the
waiting area.
Outside, in several large SUVs, Drake
Frost and his men sat and watched. Using
binoculars, Frost was able to see Diane as she
was greeted by the woman behind the
counter. He followed their progress as the
woman led Diane into the dining area where
the sightlines were cut off by the walls.
“Who’s watching the back of that
place?” Frost asked.
“Uh, I think it’s Marty.”
Frost turned to glare at the man. “You
think it’s Marty.” His tone was not pleasant.
“No, I mean yessir, it’s Marty. He’s in
the alley behind the, uh, the Judith’s
restaurant.”
Which was true in a technical sense. At
this moment, Marty was unconscious and
tucked into the trunk of Adam’s car. Adam sat
behind the wheel, watching the back door of
the restaurant. When he saw Diane emerge
from the building, he started the car, moved
forward, and reached over to open the
passenger door.
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“Hi,” he said to Diane. “Hop in.” She
hesitated a second. “In or out, Diane,” he said
gently. She got in the car.
Adam moved the vehicle forward at a
sedate speed, turned away from the boulevard
and began carefully zig-zagging through the
residential streets that bordered on the main
thoroughfare.
“Was that a rental?” Adam asked her.
“What?”
“The car you were driving.”
“Oh, yes,” she said. “There was no state
vehicle available.”
“Did you put it on your personal credit
card or a state credit card?”
“Personal,” she said. “Why?”
“Just wondering how easy it will be to
trace you, should it come to that.”
“What are you planning?”
“Changes,” he said. “Some pretty big
changes.”
“So it’s true what they’re saying about
you?”
“Who?” he asked.
“The news, the police...”
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“I don’t think they have evolved to the
point where they always tell the truth.”
“So what they’re saying is wrong?”
“Come on, Diane, some of it is just plain
silly.”
“I mean,” she said with a touch of
exasperation, “the part about you planning on
spiking the water supply of a big city with
your, your, truth drug or whatever it is.”
“Oh, well, that part is correct.”
“Jesus, Adam!”
“Although I was thinking a bit bigger
than just one city.”
“Oh, Adam, you can’t!”
“Why not?”
“But it’s, it’s unconscionable.”
Adam glanced at Diane and then spoke
calmly as he drove the car past rows of neat
and tidy homes. “Diane, if you suddenly
discovered that you had the means to abolish
every bit of malfeasance in written, spoken, or
broadcast communication, wouldn’t you
consider using those means?” He was quite
matter-of-fact. “Imagine, helping to remove
all the ills of governmental prejudicial
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practices, secret agendas, hidden motives, and
undercover activities of every kind.”
“But Adam, it’s, it’s...” She felt her
voice rising and fought to get it back under
control. Logic, she told herself, that’s what
she needed in this argument. Come at him
with logical points. “All right, Adam,
consider this. Yours is a radical approach that
requires care and planning and thoughtful
consideration. Whatever you’ve developed
hasn’t been tested. What about dosages? How
much can people take? And how does it react
on different people? Young people, elderly
people, people on medication, people with
pre-existing health conditions...”
“I have been performing tests for several
years now,” Adam replied as he aimed the car
to the part of town that had commercial
interests and no residential dwellings.
“Where, how?”
“First on laboratory animals, then on
human beings.”
“Inside Creedmoor?”
“Yes.”
“Jesus,” she said.
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“Problem?”
“As if they weren’t crazy enough.”
“I didn’t just administer it to residents,”
he said unemotionally.
Diane regarded him with trepidation but
remained silent.
Adam glanced at the rearview mirror and
saw Frost’s vehicles gaining on them. “Is
your seat belt tight?” Adam asked her.
“Of course,” she said. “Why?”
Adam punched the accelerator pedal to
the floorboard and swerved around a truck.
Diane reached out a hand to steady herself as
the car leaned one way and then the other.
“Whoa,” she said.
In the largest of the SUVs tailing Adam,
the men took their cue from Drake Frost as he
pulled out a nine-shot automatic and began
screwing on a silencer. The men did the same
with their weapons. One spoke into a mic
connected to his bulletproof vest: “Icepack
One to all units. We are escalating to ‘storm
level.’ Repeat, we are escalating to ‘storm
level.’ Confirm. Over.” He cocked his head
and pushed an earpiece further into his ear
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canal. He nodded at what he heard and said,
“They’re all ready.”
“Good,” Frost said. “Now let’s follow
through on meeting our objective.” Several of
his men glanced at him for confirmation.
“Kill the motherfucker.”
“Roger that.”
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T

he car with Adam and Diane roared
down the roadway followed by three
SUVs containing Frost and his men.
Adam kept sweeping his eyes from the road
to the two rearview mirrors and back again.
Diane looked to the side and caught herself
appreciating the sight of fence posts racing
past while a succession of oil rigs
rhythmically pumped crude from the ground
not more than thirty feet from the asphalt.
The three SUVs mimicked Adam’s every
move. “This seems to have become a race,”
Adam said.
Security Camera 9034875 on oil rig
126B/B showed Adam’s car race past. After a
couple seconds, three SUVs zipped by in
pursuit.
Security Camera C at the gate of Nemlo
Commercial Park showed Adam’s car
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approaching the metal barrier at high speed.
The three SUVs pursued.
Security Cameras A and D showed
Adam drive his Cadillac through the gate
sending sparks flying through the air. The
main portion of the gate arched up out of
frame and lazily reemerged to shatter the
windshield of the middle SUV chasing Adam.
It weaved back and forth and crashed into a
barricade with chain link fencing. The metal
mesh seemed to reach out to wrap up the large
vehicle.
“All right, now we seem to have become
part of a Roadrunner and Wile E. Coyote
movie,” Adam noted.
“I kind of liked them,” Diane said.
“Yeah, I know what you mean,” Adam
replied, sending the Caddy into a four-wheel
drift around the corner of a large storage
building.
“Is there any way out of this, this... what
the hell are we in right now?” Diane asked.
“Industrial park,” Adam replied. “The
only way out is the way we came in.”
“Oh, great,” she said.
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He punched the accelerator again, raced
down to the far end of the building, drifted
around the corner, and suddenly hit the
brakes. He put the car into reverse and
glanced at Diane. “Hold on.”
“Oh my God, what now?” she asked
with trepidation.
“Destruction derby time,” Adam said. He
stomped on the accelerator once more,
sending the vehicle roaring back toward the
corner of the building.
The Caddy confrontation with the SUV
was loud. The trunk end of the Cadillac
crushed the front end of the SUV as it
barreled around the corner. The SUV’s
radiator burst, rendering the vehicle useless.
The third SUV appeared almost immediately
and couldn’t stop in time. It plowed into the
rear of the other SUV and came to a halt with
a shudder that caused its airbags to deploy,
rendering the occupants useless for the
moment.
“Three down, none to go,” Adam said
with quiet satisfaction. He put the car in drive
and moved at normal speed to exit the
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industrial park. As he drove over a bump at
the now smashed entry, part of the bumper
assembly fell off the car. “Now I am going to
need new wheels,” he said. “Keep your eyes
out for a used car lot. We need to trade this
in.”
“You have ownership papers on this
vehicle?” she asked.
“Wow, you sound just like a state
employee in the justice department.”
“Adam, you know what I mean. How are
you going to buy another car if you roll in
with this one?”
“It’s not going to work that way, exactly.
After a visit to their coffee machine the sales
people begin taking a totally different attitude
about their work.”
“Oh Adam,” she said with exasperation.
She waited for a reply. He just shrugged. She
put a hand on his shoulder and said, “You’re
going to have to get out of sight and stay
hidden. You know that, don’t you?”
“I can’t do that,” he said.
“You have to,” she insisted.
“Sorry, no.”
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“Adam...!” she protested.
“What?”
“I care about you. I don’t want to see
you hurt.”
He smiled at her and said, “I care about
you, too.” They drove in silence for a
moment, then Adam asked her, “So, where
should I drop you?”
She sighed. “I could arrest you, you
know.”
“I know.”
“You think I won’t?”
“Right,” he said. “I think you won’t.”
“God, you’re obstinate.”
“Thank you,” he told her.
“Damn you!”
“Wow,” he mused,” such ugly language
from such a beautiful lady.”
“Oh shut up.”
“Okay.” They drove in silence once
more, until Adam again inquired, “So, where
should I drop you?”
She sighed again. “Somewhere I can get
an Uber back to my car.” She got out her
phone and punched in a number.
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“Will do,” he said, and began adjusting
his route. When they pulled to a stop, they
just stared at each other in silence. Finally,
they got out of the car.
“You don’t have to wait,” she told him.
“The car will be here in a minute.”
“Of course I’ll wait,” he said with the
barest of smiles.
They hugged. There was nothing in the
universe for a moment. Then the Uber arrived
and reality intruded upon them. He held the
car door for her. He shut the door but she
lowered the window.
“Adam?”
“Uh-hmm?”
Diane stared into his eyes with worry,
almost hoping she didn’t get an answer from
him as she asked, “What in God’s name are
you going to do?”
Adam cocked his head and sighed.
“What needs to be done.” He said it quietly
but the effect was ominous. He smiled at her.
“Be well.” He raised his hand to his lips,
kissed his fingers and reverently placed his
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hand on her cheek. He got in his car and they
drove off in opposite directions.
Moving down the highway, he passed
another Grandon For Senate billboard. A faint
smile formed on Adam’s lips. Then he
thought about Diane and for a few moments
he experienced all the sadness loss can bring.
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N

ext morning, Diane awakened from a
troubled sleep. She focused on the
unfamiliarity of the hotel room, got
out of bed and began performing her morning
routine of stretching exercises. She punched
the TV remote and turned to a news channel.
She was immediately fascinated by the
reporting. A news anchor was intoning
sonorously, “—his extraordinary escape from
Creedmoor Psychiatric Hospital just days ago
has law enforcement personnel extremely
worried. Dr. Adam Truman is allegedly
administering doses of his truth drug to
people in all walks of life. Reports of
encounters with ‘Dr. True’ are coming from
as far away as Portland, Oregon, and
Portland, Maine. Earlier, we were able to
speak briefly with Lieutenant Arthur Brell,
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who is one of the police officers engaged in
the manhunt.”
A brief video segment appeared that
displayed a number of uniformed and
plainclothes officers milling around in a
crowded hallway. Lieutenant Brell had that
semi-blank, middle-distance stare that people
get when addressing a small mob of reporters
thrusting microphones in their direction. “We
are pursuing various leads in the Adam
Truman case,” Brell said, “and we expect to
be making an arrest very soon.”
The news anchor returned and continued
speaking, “Several units of the National
Guard have been assigned to help local police
provide full security here in Houston during
the three-day political convention. We’ll have
more after this.”
At the reference to the state’s political
convention, Diane was galvanized into action.
She hurriedly dressed and exited her hotel
room. Suddenly, she knew where Adam was
going.
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L

ieutenant Brell and Sergeant Arnold
were among a throng of police
officers and state troopers milling
around the imposing marble steps and the
wide courtyard in front of the Houston
Convention and Visitors Center. Attendees to
the upcoming political conclave intermingled
with media people and their voices created a
mini-cacophony of chatter. Topics of
conversation included vote counts, platform
positions, and the threat of Doctor Adam
Truman. Officials pontificated into cameras
and microphones; crews erected barricades
around the entrances to the huge building; and
National Guard troops were pouring into the
area by bus and camouflaged transport
vehicles. Far above, a passenger jet slowly
crossed the sky, adding its dull roar to the
proceedings.
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At the edge of the expansive space in
front of the convention hall were additional
barriers, needed to keep back a crowd of
marchers and protestors, many carrying signs
for various political candidates. Mixed among
them were signs reading, “Elect Dr. True,”
“True Time,” Dr. True is the Devil,” “Truth
Will Out!” and “Put Truth in the Senate for a
change.”
Brell and Arnold walked past the other
officers on their way into the convention
center. They viewed the proceedings with
calm resignation, glancing at each other after
overhearing snatches of conversation from
cops and conventioneers alike...
“...pitched a hell of a game...”
“...mortgage ain’t the problem, it’s the
damn down payment...”
“...she says, ‘Do I look like a hooker?’
and I had to tell her...”
“...this Dr. True thing is weird...”
Brell and Arnold nodded in agreement
with that last comment. “Yup, weird is a good
word for it,” Sgt. Arnold said. “But some of
these people were always pretty weird.”
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“You got that right,” Lt. Brell replied.
“You know,” he continued, “sometimes I’m
not always sure who’s speaking the whole
truth anymore.”
“You got that right,” Sgt. Arnold replied.
They swept their heads across the crowd,
speculating on what sort of outrage might
befall them because of Adam Truman.
The convention hall was filling up with
party faithful, many of whom sported outfits
augmented with red-white-and-blue hats,
shirts, belts, and ties.
“Ugly crowds at these things,” Brell
muttered.
“Ugly clothes, that’s for sure,” Arnold
replied.
“And a lot of ugly minds,” Brell noted,
“but of course I’m not supposed to have an
opinion in these matters.”
As they moved through the noise and
confusion of the political convention, many of
the attendees were already under an invisible
attack from Truman’s truth drug. In the early
morning hours, Adam had paid a visit to the
food preparation facilities that supplied the
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convention center. Now, the vaccine was
completing its journey into the bloodstream
and into the brain. Nearly everywhere, people
were sipping coffee, tea, or lemonade. Adam
had not been able to slip his antibody into
bottled water and sodas, but he was able to
augment the ice that people used in their
beverages. In addition, many food items
offered by concession stands in the building
contained the antibody, including soups, snocones, and condiments for the hot dogs and
hamburgers.
Particularly affected were the party
members who placed ice cubes into
Styrofoam cups and poured whiskey or gin
over them from flasks removed from purses
and hip pockets.
One of the convention hall maintenance
workers noticed the reaction of the delegates.
He conferred among his colleagues. A contest
resulted: Who Can Find the Most Appropriate
Song? They pulled out their mobile devices,
opened the music app of their choice, and
made their selections. Milt, who is white,
picked a rap song. Jon, who is black, picked a
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country song. Among the group’s other
choices were Ray Charles’ “Let’s Go Get
Stoned” and Bob Dylan’s “Rainy Day
Women #12 & 35.”

I

n the dressing room area behind the stage,
William Grandon sat stolidly while a
make-up artist patted his face and fussed with
his hair. Crowded into the room with him
were various bodyguards, toadies, yes-men,
go-fers, political advisors, lobbyists, and
hangers-on. Frost and his men were also
present, each with some sort of bandage
covering the wounds they had received in
their unsuccessful pursuit of Adam.
“So you boys let him get away,”
Grandon said contemptuously.
“If you call a car crash letting him get
away,” Frost replied.
“Yeah, I think I’m gonna call it that,”
Grandon said. “You blew it. I don’t appreciate
that. Nossir, I do not appreciate that a’tall.”
Grandon waved off the make-up artist and
reached out for a mug sitting on the table in
front of him. He slowly took a sip of coffee.
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He made a show of speaking past Frost to the
others in the room. “I want to thank all of you
for your hard work and support during this
campaign. No, I mean it. Y’all have done
fine, just fine.”
There was a chorus of thanks followed
by good wishes for the upcoming speech.
“I appreciate that, boys, I really do, but
you know there’s three branches of guv’ment
we’re dealing with here: money, television,
and bullshit.” He paused for laughter and then
added, “And all three are coming together
today!” More laughter.
Grandon turned his attention back to
Frost and his men. “That’s all for now, Frost,”
Grandon told him while looking at the man’s
reflection in the mirror. “Oh, if you still want
to have a job, you might see if the local cops
and troopers need a hand in tracking down
this lunatic before he can do any more
damage.”
Tight-lipped and furious, Frost exited the
room and signaled to his men to gather
around him for instructions. He made eye
contact with his men as they stood ready for
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orders. There was something about the scene
that nagged at the corner of his mind. What
was it? He looked right past the problem:
most of them were holding cups of coffee,
tea, water, or soda. Frost shook off the
wariness and tersely instructed the men to
break into three groups as they continued their
hunt for Adam Truman. Frost took charge of
one of the groups and they all headed out into
the auditorium. Inside Frost and each of his
men, the truth vaccine was doing its work,
coursing through their veins and quietly
guiding their cognitive abilities.
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D

iane was able to park near the
convention center by showing her
state government employee badge to
the traffic cops stationed around the facility.
That laminated I.D. also enabled her to bypass
the lines of people around the building, but
she was prevented from getting into the event.
No matter what tactic she used, from battingher-eyelashes meek to take-no-prisoners
tough, she was barred from entry.
“Look, lady,” one officer explained in
exasperation, “the hall is already beyond
capacity. The Fire Marshal has ordered us to
remove a couple hundred people, so we’re
definitely not letting anyone in.”
Diane made her way to a nearby sports
bar where the large flat screens were
displaying the shenanigans of the convention.
She ordered a coffee and settled in on a bar
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stool to watch events unfold. The crowd in the
bar was boisterous, often hooting and
hollering at the politicos as they appeared on
the screens. A couple of men and one woman
approached her and tried to pick her up. She
had to flash her government I.D. at one drunk
who didn’t want to take no for an answer.
On the end of the bar near her were
several stacks of the local free weeklies that
were still hanging on in the digital age. Idly,
she leafed through one of them and was
startled to see an article written by Adam.
POLITICS AND SOCIETY

My America Does Not
Exist Anymore
Adam Truman, Ph.D., M.D.

A

s I was growing up, my generation
was taught many things about
America; unfortunately, all of them were
lies. Perhaps the lessons were
improperly presented; it is certainly true
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that few people learned them. Let’s take
a moment to examine some of the
canards; each of them sounded good at
the time but today we can see that they
obviously were falsehoods, fibs,
persiflage, and prevarication.
Land of the Free
When odious people spout nonsense
such as “trickle-down economics works”
or “climate change is a hoax,” these
creatures insist on their right to
celebrate ignorance and spread
misinformation. “It’s a free country,”
some of them sputter moronically.
Please, let us stop confusing the
concepts of “freedom” and “license.”
Each of us has the freedom to practice
the violin but none of us has the license
to do so at three in the morning. If you
do not understand economics or climate
science, perhaps you should STFU
about these topics. You may be free to
bloviate your idiocy but you have no
right to complain when you are ridiculed
and shunned for doing so.
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Home of the Brave
Brave people do what is right even at
the risk of loss, whether loss of property
or loss of life. By that standard, we have
heroes in our military and in our police
and fire departments. In no way do
sports figures, actors or celebrities
figure in this equation, yet who receives
the most media attention? And what are
the salaries of all these people?
Created Equal
When I was ten, I wrote a school
essay predicting that racial prejudice
would end during my lifetime. Here’s
how I reached this conclusion: since my
friends and family looked at people as
people instead of judging by race,
ethnicity, or gender, I thought that
others in my generation did so, too. I
was incorrect.
Justice for All
This one is true as long as “all” is
defined as “white male of property.” It
cannot have escaped your attention that
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Americans are entitled to as much
justice as they can afford to purchase.
Courage
Are we courageous if we cut taxes on
the wealthy and make it up by taking
more money from everyone else?
Is it courage to provide superb
healthcare to elected officials while
enabling them to avoid extending
coverage to lower-income citizens?
Do we call it courage to allow some
public schools to operate without books
and supplies?
How courageous is it to denigrate
science in favor of religious ravings?
Is it courage to let people go without
proper food and shelter while enabling a
select few to amass vast wealth?
Is courage the correct word to use
when Republicans attack social security
and Medicare, two government
programs that actually work?
Is it courage to engage in war in order
to boost the profits of corporations?
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America, The Fable
My America is the antithesis of all
those abominations. My America
worships truth, fact, science, math,
justice, and equality. My America wants
a society that believes in schools,
libraries, roads, and infrastructure. My
America helps everyone learn to read
(note to conservatives: comprehension
is a part of reading).
But my America is dormant. Asleep.
Uncaring. Oblivious. What are you
doing to help revive the true American
spirit? Are you voting for decent people
to represent you in government, or are
you succumbing to the racists, the
dividers, the lobbyists, the corporate
stooges, the cronies of the wealthy?
I am working for the rebirth of
America. How about you?
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I

nside the packed arena, police officers
and state troopers warily eyed the crowd,
detaining anyone who even remotely
resembled Adam Truman. One delegate was
stopped because of his name, Alan Tremann.
He vigorously protested and his objections
resulted in his being held longer. “Now yer
actin’ suspicious,” one officer put it.
“I think he’s got a legitimate complaint,”
his partner replied, obviously now under the
influence of Adam’s vaccine. All three were
becoming aware of the beauty of that which is
factual.
“Jesus, what is happening?” the first
officer said.
“I dunno,” said his partner.
“I dunno,” said the man they stopped.
All three of them were startled by the
repetition. Then they smiled. An idea formed
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in each of their heads at exactly the same
instant: they would speak that phrase with all
the happiness they could muster. “I dunno!”
they exclaimed together. It seemed to cheer
them up even more. The delegate no longer
had any interest in the political speeches. In a
similar transformation, the two officers no
longer had any interest in finding Dr. Adam
Truman.
Frost’s teams prowled the perimeter of
the hall, poking their way into storage closets,
dressing rooms, the media center, the locker
rooms, and private boxes. There were flashes
of temper from many of the people they
encountered, but Frost began to notice a
curious change in the atmosphere. Some
people wore blissful expressions of joy and
acceptance, while others appeared to be
fighting off the kind of demons that haunt
one’s nightmares. He noticed that some of his
men were also affected. His patience at an
end, he began barking out orders in a more
authoritarian manner than usual. He slapped
one of them and the man attempted to draw
his weapon. Frost disarmed him.
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“What the fuck is this?!” Frost said to an
uncaring world.
At the podium of the convention hall,
party chairman Howard Kirkabee proceeded
with his introduction of the next speaker. “We
are proud to bring to the stage a man who
embodies everything we hold dear. This is a
man who clearly represents every aspect of
our party!” Applause rippled through the
arena. “He is a self-made millionaire. He is a
man who is a true son of the Lone Star State.
In fact, he is the Lone Star State’s favorite
son!” More applause, with some uninhibited
rebel yells. “It is my pleasure to present to
you the man who will be the next senator for
the great state of Texas, William ‘Bill’
Grandon!”
Even greater applause occurred now,
accompanied by a recording of “The Yellow
Rose of Texas” blaring through the sound
system and echoing throughout the building.
Grandon stepped out on the large stage
and moved in a stately fashion toward the
podium. In the production booth, the media
director communicated with his camera crew
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to get the appropriate shots of candidate and
audience. Grinning maniacally, Grandon
began making condescending gestures toward
the audience.
“What the hell is he doing?” the media
director said into his mic. “Billy Ray, what
the hell is going on with Grandon?”
“I don’t know,” came the voice of the
technician standing backstage with his eyes
on Grandon. “We didn’t see anything like that
at rehearsal.”
“Jesus, what does he think he is, a king?”
came another voice through the headsets.
“Okay, okay,” the director said. “Let’s
show the crowd until he gets to the podium
and starts the speech. Then things will be
normal. I hope.”
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T

he crowd in the convention center
began chanting as they clapped.
“Gran-don, Gran-don,” they gleefully
shouted in unison. As Grandon approached
the dais, he pulled out the printouts of his
speech. He signaled to the multitude to end
their demonstration. He waited patiently for
the crowd to stop applauding and sit down.
“Okay, cameras one, two, and five,” the
director said, “give me Grandon.”
From behind the microphones, Grandon
held up the sheaf of papers. “This speech,” he
said to the crowd, “this speech was mainly
written and entirely approved by the politico
bigwig mucky mucks in the party. Which
means this speech is crap.” Laughter and
some consternation greeted that statement.
Grandon then made a show of ripping the
paper into strips. The crowd enjoyed it.
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Grandon tossed the pieces into the air in front
of the podium and the currents of air caused
the steams of paper to swirl and twirl as they
wafted out over the front part of the audience.
Applause and laughter.
Grandon watched the paper with a smirk.
He then made the sign of the cross followed
by a white supremacist sign and began
chanting, “Hare Krishna, dominus vobiscum,
kumbaya, snowflake P.C. blather, and all that
shit.”
Many in the crowd laughed but just as
many were puzzled by Grandon’s statements
as well as the language. Some listeners didn’t
care for this at all and a murmur of resentment
rolled through the auditorium.
“All righty, calm down, calm down,”
Grandon said into the microphones. He
relished the booming sound of his voice as it
reverberated throughout the large venue.
“Okay, okay,” Grandon said loudly, “let’s get
to doin’ this thing!” He smiled and nodded as
a wave of applause greeted him. “Y’know, the
whole damn state of Texas and the whole
damn country needs new leadership that will
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keep a firm hand on the reins of power and
take us in a new direction!”
In the production booth, the director
said, “Okay, camera two, get us a nice closeup.”
“We’ve got to be vigilant!” Grandon
said. “There are people closing in on us from
within our own borders. People who want to
drag us down.” He paused dramatically and
then shouted, “But we’re not gonna let ‘em!”
During the applause, Grandon took a
couple of steps to his left, then several steps
to his right, and then seemed to mimic
Mussolini as he strutted back to the
microphones. “Now there’s something else
that needs to be said, and it needs to be said
good and loud,” Grandon said, good and loud.
“Politicians have been scared to say this
before, but we are not afraid to say it: We
have got to get rid of these people!”
Some people applauded but others were
worried about this unscripted diatribe.
Members of the press were fascinated by the
spectacle. As one writer put it, “Here’s
another rightwing nutjob going off the rails.”
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“That’s right,” Grandon said. “We.
Have. Got. To. Get. Rid. Of. These. People!”
Grandon nodded at the crowd. “These
people,” Grandon thundered, “do not deserve
our welfare and our health care! These people
do not merit our bleeding heart liberal laws!
And these people damn well do not belong
here!”
Grandon relished the crowd reaction. He
did not seem to mind that boos were mixed
with applause; he only measured the amount
and ferocity of the response.
“And so,” Grandon continued, “just what
the hell do we do about it? We round ‘em up!
Cart ‘em off somewheres! Ship ‘em overseas!
Send ‘em to the moon! Shoot ‘em down in the
streets! That’s right, line them up and shoot
them down! That’s right. That’s right. ”
The speech was being broadcast
throughout the state and the reactions were
many and varied. In a Ku Klux Klan meeting
place, men were shouting their approval. In
homes of Jews, Muslims, and Sikhs, there
was a feeling of dread. In homes of Blacks,
Hispanics, and Asians, there was a
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foreboding. In homes of the unwashed and
uneducated, there were cheers. In the bar
where Diane watched, the reaction was split
50/50 between rightwing nutjobs and decent
human beings.
Grandon was getting more worked up as
he harangued the racist horde in the
convention hall. “We have to root out the far
left extremists and exterminate them!”
In the press pool, one of the beat
reporters commented on the speech, mostly to
himself but loud enough for nearby
colleagues to overhear: “Can death camps be
too far away?”
Grandon shouted, “We must make Texas
safe for the right people!”
The reporter commented sardonically,
“It’s the ‘prevarication polka’.”
Grandon yelled, “We must seize control
of the media!”
The reporter remarked sarcastically, “We
must make the trains run on time.”
Politicians who had been aligning
themselves with Grandon began shuffling out
of the private boxes where the Grandon for
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Senate campaign had been hosting them.
Many of Grandon’s advisors and handlers
rushed out on stage and attempted to usher
their candidate away from the podium.
Grandon angrily shoved the first one and
furiously flailed his arms at the rest of them.
Grabbing hold of the podium, Grandon
brought his mouth close to the microphones
and screeched out more of his venomous hate
speech with spittle shooting from his lips. As
he struggled with those around him, he
shouted, “My message will not be stopped!
Everybody stay back!” He pulled a Smith &
Wesson M&P M2.0 automatic pistol and
waved it at the men. “I’ve got ten 9mm
rounds here and there’s more where that came
from!” The others backed away warily. The
polymer weapon had a dull black and gray
body but it still gleamed in the glare of the
spotlights.
“That’s better,” Grandon said. He turned
back to address the auditorium. “Let me tell
you a story about someone who didn’t obey,
who didn’t want to stay in line. There was this
guy, a guy you’re all talking about. Adam
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Truman. ‘Doctor True’,” he spat out. “He was
trying to stop the development of a series of
weapons research centers. That means he was
trying to stop jobs! So we stopped him. Got
him declared insane. Should have executed
him. Which is what we’ll do when we catch
him.”
The group of men scattered around the
stage were joined by security forces and
police. More and more of them appeared as
Grandon continued screaming at the audience.
“I am doing this for you people! I am
doing this for Texas! If any of you
peckerwoods can’t see that, then you’re no
better than those monkeys who are taking
over our schools, taking all the welfare
money, and crowding up our health care
system!”
The police and security teams signaled to
each other and they sprang into action. The
entire group of them bum-rushed Grandon
and a melee resulted. One of Grandon’s
advisors was shoved to the edge of the stage
where he teetered for a second before falling
off into the orchestra pit. There was a struggle
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for the gun and Grandon was overpowered.
The audience was in an uproar as the ranking
police officer stepped to the microphone and
attempted to control the crowd. “Keep calm,
everybody, keep calm. Let’s just settle down
now. Please, just remain calm, everything’s
now under control, everyone please remain in
your seats, just stay calm...”
His voice was cut off and suddenly the
public address system in the auditorium began
blasting a song at top volume: “Would I Lie
To You?” by Eurythmics.
“What the hell?” said the media director.
“Kill that music.”
“It’s not ours,” said an audio technician.
“I don’t care, kill it now!” the director
shouted.
“Yeah, tell me how,” was the sarcastic
reply. “It’s not coming from our gear.”
Suddenly, there was a slow-rolling gasp
from the thousands in the crowd because
Adam Truman appeared on all television
monitors and every flat-screen display
throughout the convention center.
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dam’s voice was authoritative but
pleasant as he addressed the shocked
crowd inside the arena. “Welcome
delegates, political leaders, law enforcement
officers, and members of the media.” Adam
smiled calmly as he glanced around the
auditorium. “If everyone will just take a seat
for a few moments, I believe we can clear up
a lot of this current confusion. Wouldn’t you
all appreciate that?” Adam nodded pleasantly.
“Please, everyone, just stay in your seats and
allow me to bring you all up to date on what
is happening.”
Security people swarmed the podium but
Adam was not there. No one stood at the
microphone but Adam was still speaking on
all the screens.
The media production room was in an
uproar. “Where’s that signal coming from?”

A
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“Turn that off!” “Who the hell is
broadcasting?” “Stop the fucking video!”
Frost and some of his men were
frantically grabbing every audio and video
technician they could find. “How is this
broadcast happening?” Frost demanded once
he and his men stormed into the production
room.
“The signal is coming from outside the
building.”
“What the hell does that mean?
“It means that somebody must have
hacked into the transponder. We can’t control
it from here.”
“You can turn off the monitors and the
audio,” Frost told them.
“We’re looking into that,” one technician
said, “but that won’t affect the broadcast
itself.”
“Wait, you’re telling me this is going out
to the public?” Frost demanded.
“Anybody in the country can take the
audio and video feed, yeah,” came the reply.
“You’ve got to shut it off now!” Frost
ordered.
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“No can do.”
“I’m warning you, if you don’t—”
“Hey, pal,” the man said, cutting off
Frost, “it’s beaming via satellite.”
“So?”
“So, it’s got nothing to do with us.”
“This is ridiculous,” Frost snapped.
“You want it stopped, go talk to the
owners of the satellite.”
Frost turned to regard Adam’s
appearance on one of the monitors. What in
heaven’s name was this madman about to tell
the world?
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F

our miles away from the convention
hall, a man stood in the media center
of the highest-priced hotel in the city.
He watched a high definition screen that was
displaying Adam Truman’s speech. The man
watching the speech cocked his head to one
side, assessing the effectiveness of the
presentation. The man watching Adam
Truman was Adam Truman. He reached out
to the media center equipment and made a
slight adjustment to the playback of the
recording that was now beaming across the
country, the video he had created in the small
video production room of WXXK several
days ago.
Satisfied with the audio and video levels,
Adam walked to the media center’s make-up
table where he slowly and methodically
removed his beard with an electric razor.
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On the screen behind Adam, and on
television sets nationwide, his presentation
continued: “Let me ask you to analyze a few
common statements,” Adam said in his
broadcast. “Just listen to the following
sentences and see if you can tell what they
have in common:
“Yes, I think that is a very lovely dress.”
The audience was puzzled at this. Adam
smiled serenely and continued: “To the
student with an inquiring mind, the study of
trigonometry will prove enjoyable.” Adam
nodded at the crowd amiably. “If you love
me, you’ll show it.” Another smiling nod at
the crowd. “The check is in the mail.” Now
some in the audience began to understand.
“Lowering taxes on the wealthy will help all
the little people.” Some laughter from the
audience. “The dog ate my homework.”
Adam had the crowd now. “It’s not you, it’s
me.” Laughter. “I have read and agree to the
terms and conditions of the contract.” More
laughter. “There is a Santa Claus.” Laughter.
“And he’s white.” Laughter. “Rover didn’t
die, he’s now on a farm where he’s much
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happier.” Laughter and groaning. “Of course
I’ll respect you in the morning.” More
laughter.
Adam looked straight into the camera
and said, “Most of you have now caught on
that all of these statements are lies. We’re all
familiar with these lies, and with a hundred
others just like them, because we’ve had those
lies handed to us all our lives. Is that false, or
is that true?”
Some in the audience said, “That’s true.”
“That is true,” Adam agreed. “We grow
up being told not to tell lies, but we’re lied to
by parents, by teachers, by preachers, by
salespeople, by acquaintances, by family
members, by politicians. Is that false, or is
that true?”
“That’s true!” the audience responded.
“That’s just the way things are, they tell
us. Buy this product and you’ll feel better,
they tell us. Vote for this person and your life
will improve, they tell us. Lies. Fibs.
Distortions.
Prevarications.
Inventions.
Fantasies. Falsehoods. The lists goes on and
on every day. Is that false, or is that true?”
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“That’s true!” came the response.
“Now,” Adam said more seriously,
“have you considered the pain that is spread
throughout the world because of lies? This
onslaught of chicanery, this Niagara of
mendacity... But today, there is a way to end
all of the deceit. A vaccine. It doesn’t hurt. It
doesn’t sting. It doesn’t taste bad. But it
works. And what happens when the
possibility of truthfulness is offered to the
globe? Are people pleased by this discovery?
No. The politicians, the police, and the justice
system arrange for the inventor to be declared
a public enemy and incarcerated. Then, he
escapes. And here I am, ready to bring you a
universe free of falsehood. All you have to do
is accept it.”
The audience was quiet for the first time.
“Well, it is food for thought, I believe,” Adam
concluded. “And now, please enjoy these
blasts from the past.” His visage faded down.
Appearing on screen was a compilation video,
one featuring snippets from many speeches,
all from notable liars: Joseph McCarthy,
Richard Nixon, Ronald Reagan, George H.W.
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Bush, Colin Powell, Condoleeza Rice, George
W. Bush, Chris Christie, Mike Huckabee,
Donald Trump, Kellyanne Conway, Kevin
McCarthy, Jeff Sessions, Mitch McConnell,
Paul Ryan, Brett Kavanaugh... the clips
became shorter and shorter until there was a
blur of face-after-face accompanied by a
chugging soundtrack: “That’s not true,” “Big
fat lie,” “Untrue,” “Lie,” “Lying,” “Lie,”
“Lie,” “Lies,” “Lie,” “Liar,” “Lie,” “Fib,”
“Lies,” “Lies,” “Lies,” “Lies.” The montage
concluded with Kellywise the Clown saying
“Alternative Facts.”
In the hotel media center, the now cleanshaven Adam Truman adjusted the equipment
and set the montage to run on a loop. It would
repeat until the satellite feed was terminated.
In the auditorium, the crowd was in an
uproar. Those who had ingested some of
Adam’s truth elixir were happily chanting
along with the video: “Lies! Lies! Lies!”
Those right-wingers who had not received the
truth drug were howling in rage.
Adam turned away from the video
equipment, punched some data into a
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keyboard in front of a computer screen and
checked the GPS location of Diane’s phone.
Adam took out his phone and called her.
After one ring, Diane said, “Adam?”
“It’s nice to hear the sound of your
voice,” Adam told her.
“Where are you?” she asked him with
concern in her voice.
Adam glanced at the GPS display that
popped onto the computer screen in front of
him. “Nearby. I’ll come to you. Just sit tight
at the bar,” he told her. “And enjoy the
presentation.”
“Adam, hold on,” she said.
“It’s going to be fine,” he told her. “Just
watch the video until they find a way to
override it. Once that happens, you’ll enjoy
watching the media perform a collective
freak-out.”
“Wait,” she said quickly. But the
connection was gone.
Diane got up angrily and considered
striding toward the door. The sudden silence
of the broadcast made her stop. She looked at
the nearest television screen. Flustered news
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anchors and frenzied field reporters began
using a great number of words to describe
what everyone had just seen even as they kept
re-playing it. She tilted her head slightly as
she assessed the inept sound and fury. Adam
was correct: the news coverage of his hack
into the convention stream was fascinating, in
a train wreck sort of way. She shrugged,
sighed, and sat back down.
Ten minutes passed and Diane was
beginning to be bored by the news anchors as
they kept insisting that this was an amazing
story and how eager they were to tell it and
they would begin to do so just as soon as they
found out anything to tell.
A man caught her eye in the mirror
behind the bar. She looked away,
uninterested, but there was something about
that face. She glanced back. A clean-shaven
Adam Truman was smiling at her. She spun
around on the bar stool with a look of pleasant
surprise.
“Boo,” he said, stepping close to her.
She stood up, put one hand on his cheek
and said, “I like your new look.”
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“I like your look,” he told her.
She glanced at the screen and back to
Adam. “You seem to be in two places at
once.”
“No, I’m right here,” he said. “But we
should leave.”
The realization of the crime he had just
committed suddenly flooded her mind.
“Adam, you’re in trouble.”
“It’ll all work out. Come with me.”
“But you... You can’t,” she began, but
found she didn’t know how to finish.
“Could I interest you in spending some
time with me? I want to try wooing you in a
more traditional manner.”
“There’s never going to be anything
traditional about you,” she told him.
“I guess you’re right,” he said with a
smile. “But that’s what keeps me fascinating
to the ladies.”
“Ladies, plural?” she asked.
“Oh yeah, there are a couple of lovely
ladies I met recently. On a bus, of all places.
We keep in touch. They’re a generation or
two older than I am but they’re very modern
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in terms of texting and email. Anyway, the
point is, they find me absolutely fascinating.”
“Okay,” Diane said, “so you probably
think that means they have good taste.”
“Yup,” he said with a grin.
She punched his arm. He grinned again.
“But look, we can’t just...” she let her thought
trail off.
“Come on,” he said, holding out his
hand.
“I don’t know,” she said.
“You know what we need right now?”
“What?” she asked.
“Road trip,” he replied.
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T

he Interstate Highway System has a
myriad of routes offering easy access,
wide lanes, and plenty of roadside
amenities. Adam and Diane avoided them all.
Motoring across the country in a recently
acquired late-model 4-wheel drive vehicle,
they stayed on side roads, backroads, and
sometimes no roads at all.
The landscape presented the beauty of
Spring. “Nature’s annual rebirth,” as one poet
called it. Clear skies and bountiful daylight
greeted them at every turn. They were parked
to the side of a rutted path that ran through a
grove of trees. Now that the branches were
just starting to get some leaves back, rays of
the sun radiated through the budding foliage
and dappled the earth around them.
“Thermos?” he asked.
“Sure,” she replied, handing it to him.
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“What’s the mixture this time?” he
inquired.
“Velvet Moon Espresso and Jamaican
Medium-Roast,” she said.
“You brew a mean batch of coffee, Ms.
Weldon.”
“You steal a mean batch of beans, Mr.
Truman.”
“Hey, I don’t steal. I liberate.”
“Hmm,” she said.
They sipped their coffee and enjoyed the
scenery around them. As had been the case
with them for the past several weeks, they
returned to a discussion of what should be
done with the truth compound. They went
back and forth with their arguments.
Adam’s position: the drug will remove
prevarication, deceit, falsehood, fudging,
fibbing, and various forms of chicanery.
Diane’s position: the drug was untested,
could be dangerous, and might have
unintended consequences.
They sometimes swapped positions and
Adam presented all the reasons why his drug
should be kept under wraps while she
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enumerated all the reasons it should be spread
throughout the globe. Performing that
exercise helped them maintain perspective as
they engaged in their long-term discussion
during their extended vacation.
Diane had one more point that was
undeniable: “You could be killed, Adam.
There are extremely powerful forces out to
stop you. Political leaders, corporations, the
military, law enforcement, bounty hunters... I
love you and I don’t want to see you hurt.”
“I notice that our argument always
comes back to this.”
“Discussion,” she said.
“What?”
“We’re discussing things,” she pointed
out, “not arguing.”
Adam tilted his head and looked at her
with a faint smile. The seconds ticked by.
“All right,” she admitted at last, “it’s an
argument.”
“Okay then,” he said.
“But we’re discussing our points
reasonably, so it’s at least a Socratic
argument.”
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Adam smiled at her and said, “It’s a
disgument.”
Diane smiled at him and said, “It’s an
argussion.”
“Agreed.”
“Agreed.”
They sat in silence for a while, staring at
the world, then each other, then at the scenery
again.
“But we still have a problem we have to
resolve,” she said.
“Oh, I don’t know,” Adam replied. “We
can make this work as far as I’m concerned.
This might even make a series for the
National Geographic Channel: American
Nomads.”
“You want to live like this?” she asked.
“Why not?”
“What about, well, marriage and, and...”
she left the sentence uncompleted.
“I don’t want to bring a child into this
world until this world makes some changes.”
She was silent. Not angry. Not sad.
Simply contemplative. “I know what you
mean,” she said quietly.
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“We can move where we wish, when we
wish,” he said. “And every now and then,
when it is called for, we can use the TrueBrew to bring about something worthwhile.
To right a wrong. To correct an incorrect
course of action. Just as an example, I’m
thinking of a lousy doctor at a creepy little
mental hospital who could do with a dose of
truth.”
She was thinking about it but staring at
the trees, the sky, the shadows on the ground.
“What do you say?” he asked gently.
“We would only use it once in a while, when
absolutely necessary.”
She was silent.
“Okay?” he asked again.
She looked at him. She looked away. She
looked at him again.
“So,” he asked, “are you giving me one
of your Mona Lisa smiles?”
“Kiss me,” she said.
The trees swayed in the wind. The
chiaroscuro dancing around them was quite
lovely.
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